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the shell

is in

We make
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behind the

shell,

to include the shell so far as the variable part of shell

And

this i« right, because

steady
31,

field

behind

it

momentum and

•energy
It

as

it

it is

the shell itself that lays

expands.

It is

energy, in tending to

down

continuously losing
its final

is

energy goes.
the

E and

state of constant

and momentum.

may

be also convenient sometimes to

make

use of the same

-convention in considering continuous acceleration, after the
the figure on p. 454, where every infinitesmal shell
with its corresponding path element of a charge.

•of

(45).

the rest

the convention then that the field

When we

is

manner

connected

pass from speeds less than to those greater than

that of light, the coefficient 2

comes into play sometimes.

I

have

already considered this mitter (p. 27 and later;. It receives a sort
•of physical explanation in the fact that when a charge is moving along

«

path at a greater speed than

light, a fixed external point

may

be

from two distinct centres on the line of motion.
be the time at the observmg point, and i- the corresponding time at the electron, meaning the moment of time when the
disturbance leaves the electron which arrives at the observing point at
the moment t, there may be two values of U for one of t. The electron

areceiving disturbance

That

is. if

t

apparently becomes two electrons at different places when viewed
from the observing point. It is easy to see that this must occur.
For the single electron as it goes along generates and leaves behind
a conical wave front. If the speed varies the angle of the cone
also varies, as the cone U being continuously generated at its tip,
but it is sufficient to consider the portion of the cone near the tip
where we may regard the angle of the cone as constant.
jw, say
that ?*:^2y. Then the semiangle of the cone is 30 ". The charge

N

Q

being supposed to go from left to right, if the observing point is outride the cone it is not in communication with Q 9t all. But as soon

-
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as the wave front reaches P,-, as in the figure, it is immediately put
in commuaieation with the electron, not in its actual position at Q,
but at Qj. The disturbance going straight from Qo to P^ reaches P©,
in the

same

interval of time as the electron takes to reach Q.

That

QoPo/^ = QoQ/^, or Q,Q-2QoPo.
Now let the observing point be moved a little way inside the cone^
say to P.
The corresponding point Qo splits into two, which sepais

say Q. and Qg. For Q^P is half of Q2Q, and Q^P is half of
QiQ. Moving the observing point inward to the axis makes the two
sources separa^-e further. The final positions are at O, such that
Qo is in the middle of OQ, and another point a little to the right of
So
Q2, such that its distance from Qo is half its distance from Q.
any point on the axis is in coramdnication at the moment t withtwo Q's, one in front and the other behind, whose moments are t^,
rate,

and

^2

say.

This doubleness of source applies to all points within the cone..
Nor is that all. Their effects at P are equal. On p. 433 is an investigation in the case u <v, when there is only one correspondencebetween ^^ and t. Modify it thus, using the just given figare.
R,2 8in2

where R'

the distance

is

= R.^2 sin2 = W^ sin^
QP and is the angle

0^

0.^

E'2 = Ei2[l+2^V^;2-2(w/y)cos^i]

= R22[l+«^Vy2_2(w/v)cos^2];

(274).

(273),

{uyv^} sin^ ^] = B,^[l-[ufv) cos e,].^-R.,^[l

R'2[l

between QP^ and.

Also

the direction of motion.

from which, and

(273>

^3,

^3

- (u/v)

cos

d.,f.

(27o>

So we prove that

t^/Rj

and

^2/1^2

are of the

same

size.

As,

how-

we must attend carefully to the signs
They must be chosen so as to add effects, not to cancel.
is obviously negative in value if we use {l — {u/v) cos 6^}.

ever, squares are involved,
prefixed.

Now

i-jR.

H

that E and
and the potentials are reversed inside the
So for 4/1^2 we must use —{l— (u/v) cos 62}.
Else there

Remember
cone.

would be

cancellation.

when we add

dt to

t,

the right, but Qi to the
ti

and

^2

Inspection of the last figure will show that
is to shift Q to the right, Q^ also tO'

the result
left.

mean moments

So

t^

is

negative and

^2

positive

when.

of time.

If the charge is suddenly started from rest, then we have botb
a sphere and a cone to consider, as in the figure on p. 102. If the.
observing point is in the cone, but outside the sphere, there are twO'
correspondences as above. Bat if the observing point is in the^
sphere, there is only one.
If a single charge Q moves in any path with any variable velocity
from to X there may be at a given moment t at the observing
point, any number of corresponding sources, 0, 1, 2, 3, &c.
This is
,
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by drawing a few diagrams.

An

easy case

Even when the motion is steady in the circle,
there may be any number of points upon it such that as the charge
is

circular motion.

passes them, the waves emitted

same moment.

point at the

charge

Q

is

all

The

arrive at an external observing

scalar potential

T=^-\k.^k + ±.+
when

due

to a single

therefore
I,

(276)

the proper signs are used.

The

way

backward in time, that is,
moment t, and at the
same moment let a spherical surface begin to expand at speed v from
the observing point, also going backward in time. Let this be done
Then obviously the
in the case to which the last figure applies.
electron will go through the surface first at Q2, and then again,
when the surface has expanded more, at Qi. There will be no more
cutting after that, because the electron will be permanently outside
the sphere. That is, if the electron does not change its speed. But
we can make it cross the surface again merely by letting it slow
(46)

.

best

to reverse the

down

to see this is to go

motion of che electron

than

to a speed less

v.

The

at the

spherical surface will then catch

up and pass it. To make a fourth passage through the surface
it is only needed to raise the speed of the electron again above v.
And so on to any extent, the electron oscillating from the outside to
the inside of the spherical surface. In this way we determine any
number of positions on the straight path which are in communica^
tion with the observing point at one moment.
In circular motion, on the other hand, the speed of the electron
may be uniform to reach the same result. Exaggerate, to see this
easily.
Let the speed be a large multiple of that of light. Aa
before, reverse its motion, and let a spherical surface expand from
the observing point.
When it cuts the circle of motion, it must
obviously be passed through by the electron at least oncOr and
therefore a first time. Then the electron will rush round the circle
and pass through it a second time, before the sphere has expanded
much and then a third time, and so on. But there is a limit to
it

;

because the sphere will ultimately leave the circle altogether.
So the number of passages is always finite. Moreover, the number
of passages is not the same for all positions of the observing point.

this,

The most

striking case

of the circle.

however

Then

is

there

when
is

the observing point is at the centre
only one cutting of sphere and electron,

may

force at the centre, or indeed at

be moving. Then the magnetic
any point on the axis of the circle,

although it varies, has a finite
steady circular current Qu/^Trr,

if

fast the electron

mean

value, viz., that due to the

r

the radius of the circle of

is
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Between the

axis

the electron will in different places have one, two, or

more representative

electrons on the circle, according to
Generally speaking, we may divide space into a number
of regions in which the
formula differs, owing to the variation in
the number of equivalent electrons on the circle. This is a very
curious and interesting subject, but I do not propose to go into it

three, or

the speed.

H

it is removed f o a practic il value.
There is a
very good reason why electrons in practice always seem to move,
so far as can be concluded from deflection observations on swarms
and imperfect calculations, at speeds less than v. For though it is
quite easy to think that an electron may be initially ejected and
projected at a speed exceeding v, yet the dragging bacfe to which it
is subjected will very soon bring its speed down to v itself, or less.

further here, since

(47). It

rately for

ing

ft

was shown
all

before, p. 458, that

spherical charge in variable motion.

'distinctness to consider that

/may extend
static

The

T=U — Uo

is

true sepa-

the dopplerized shells of infinitesimal depth surround-

u

It will be

convenient for

varies continuously, although

the argument to include pulses.

Now

here Uo

is

we
the

energy in the shell under consideration when Q is at its centre.
it is provable by an easy integra-

shell is of variable depth, bub

tion that the value of

Uq

in a concentric spherical

is the sama as that
same as that of the
then we transform every

in the distorted shell

whose depth

^distorted shell at its equator, or

= Jtt.

is

If

the

way, and shift their centres to a single centre, the shells
^11 all fit together, and the total value of U^ in them will be that
due to Q at the centre chosen, in the region outside the innermost
shell in this

shell.
It follows that the propsrty T = U-Uj is true in the sum,
provided the inner boundary is the innermost dopplerized shell. Let
its radius be R, and that of the charged sphere be a, then

?.._^,

or

1^1-^,

(277)

u is the speed to correspond, which may be supposed not to be
varying sensibly at the moment. This innermost shell just touches
the sphere a on irs nose, and the region within it is excluded from

if

the operation of

T=U — Uq.

we make u constant, and consider only steady straight motion,
For then we have Searle's formula
then we can go further.
If

U -T=^PQ(c2, proved on p. 129, for the region outside the sphere a,
within which there is no U or T or Uf,. The formula is
T.-(U-.U,„.-U.(|^4.1-^:4-|l^...)
for the complete

field.

(278)

But, by the preceding,

(y-T)R^.- UoR- (a/R)Uoa- (1- u/v)JJoay

(279)

WAVKS
outside the sphere R.

« and
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Therefore for the spice between the sphere

R which

touches and surrounds

(U-T)„„=.U,.|- -.3-,--j^
It is

obviously true

this case
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when u~0.

we have
^^">

.?-35V— •)•

When u = v,

must be excluded, being

it,

it

U = T.

makes

unrealisable,

on account

See p. 533, vol. 2, on this point.
in (280) that the steady final state is established.

But

of the

implied
never
would be, if u ^v. In any finite time, however great, the energy in
the field, hcwe/er great, would be only an infinitesimal part of the
All efifective mass
infinite value that the steady formulas assert.
formulas make nonsense when u is too close to v.
(48). There is another formula which deserves notice. Oa p. 2i2
infinities involved.

I have shown that the transverse momentum
ing uniformly in a circle is given by

of

It is

But

it

an electron revolv-

M. = ^;,
if we denote by iv the size
ward to the centre of the

(281)

of the acceleration,

which

is

directed in-

he direction of M^ is outward.
This is my extension of Searla's formula relating to the case k^ 1,
Now, how is this formula (281) related to that
•or ujv very small.
for the momentum in an infinitesmiUy deep dopplerised shell?
Preferring to (156), p. 458, the energy formulas, we see that since
^^=^7r, the mutual energy of the qua<^i-s atic and the electromagnetic parts are zero; that is, Uia^O, T^g^O. But this does not mal^e
circle.

'I

the mutual momentum vanish. Referring to (172 (173), we see
that M21 does in fact also vanish, but that by (181), p. 432, M:2 does
Putting ^^=^7r, we get
.not.
,

M.='^Q!^-!!^\
It is

now

clear that M.,,

•ought not to be equal.
(281), we require

(282)

and M,.,, which were found to be unequal,
Moreover, to bring (282; into harmony with
ILiZR/R-l.

'For vdt^

is

summed up

the depth of the shell at

its

(283)

equator, or <^R.

If

we

would be infinite, of course. But in
reality d'E,, which is radial from the position of the electron, turns
round just as the electron does, as we pa'^s through the shells in
ISo instead of an
succession, always keeping to their equators.
I will leave it
infinite result, wa have only a residual finite result.
4o the reader to turn (283) to a definite integral, work it out, and so
•obtam an independent proof of the transverse momentum fortuula.
cZR/R, the result

'That the size of the electron does not appear in tbe formula is inIt does not appear in the
4ieresting, though not unprecedented.
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formulas for the waste of energy and
the right side
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momentum

The

either.

o»

1

a uoit vector transverse to the path of the electron

actual position.

its

In considering the electromagnetic effects of a moving
point charge, considered as representative of a finite charge having
a finite density throughout a very small region, or as a surface
charge to the same, the rotation, if any, of the charge is left out of
(49).

account for the same reason
rotation

is

ignored.

But there

is

It

is,

as, in

it is

its-

no consequence.

If a point charge (in the above

another reason.

sense) revolves in a circle,

the dynamics of a particle,

relatively, of

subject to the theory of the transla-

tion of the charge, with dopplerisation effects,

resistance of the ether to its motion should

and a special kind of
it move faster than

light, different in law from the resistance equivalent to the waste of
energy dua to mere change of velocity. Bat if we distribute!
electrification uniformly in a circle, meaning a circular line, and
set the circle spinning on its axis, there is no longer any dopplerisation.
The circular current is just a circular current, with
electromagnetic effects truly when it varies in strength, but without
any of those troublesome peculiarities which turn up in the trans-

lation of a charge.

The same remark
it

is

charged on

applies to a uniformly charged sphere,

surface or throughout

its

currents are circular,

if

the sphere

is

its

volume.

set spinning,

whether
All the

and we

may

substitute for pu, the convection current density, the product of

u and the density p of electrification, any symbol, say
C, signifying the electric current density, and discuss the effect of
without reference to convection currents.
The electromagoetie

the velocity

effects

produced by varying

C,

either

continuously or

discon-

worked out a quarter of a century ago, in my work
on Electromagnetic Waves, including the shell waves, and tha
changes of form of the functions representing the electromagnetic
phenomena. So we may say roughly that there is nothing new

tinuously, were

to be elucidated in respect to the properties of convection currents-

by considering rotations.
substitution

^

C = pll,

Moreover, we can see at once that themake u be as large as we like,

allows us to

without any intrusion of the conical or hyperboloidal theory.
As regards electrons, whether of the round or flattened kind>.
these remarks apply also.
I do not know whether anyone has
published the theory of the shell wave sent out from a charged
Its general features may be readily seen, and I dare^
ellipsoid.
say it would not be difficult to one acquainted with ellipsoidal
functions, though they are not pretty to look at.
I shall not-

do

it.

WAVES
But the

or

may

effect,
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due to dopplerisation will occur in any of the
the currents, though circular, are not of the same
round the circles. They will then be closed outside^

distortion

above cases
strength
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all

if

This

be partly inside the charged surface.

though

course

of

it

may

be

made

is.

a residual

large in itself by very

rapid or quite sudden change in the^ strength of current round any
of the circles concerned.
This would bring us back to the theory

At present

of translational effects again.

I will

work out

just one-

problem relating to the rotation of a charged sphere, because of itsrelative importance and simplicity.
Let
(50). Consider a sphere of radium a in the ether at rest.
impressed magnetic force h. act in it uniformly and parallel to
the axis from which 9 is measured'.
The final state when h is
steady is simply that of the induction due to a uniformly intrinsically magnetised sphere, the intensity of magnetisation being A^h*.
where, however,
induction.

/a

There

substitute for

is

= \[Jh,

is '^

induction

h

is

the

same as

The

in the outside ether.

internal

with the well-known complementary external

no

We may

electric force in the final state.

a surface magnetising current of density

li

at the-

equator, and h sin % elsewhere, the lines of current being circles of

round the

latitude

axis.

This electric

neutral as regards electrification,

if

current

attributed to

may

be

quite

moving charges.

no steady electric force outside the sphere. But if
not neutral, there will be a static field. This need not be radially
isotropic, because if for li we substitute gu, surface density x speed,,
If so, there is

both

o-

and u

may

be altered simultaneously to keep

It is sufficient to consider

u

The

is

left

external electric force

to be constant.

radial

and

is

Then

o-

isotropic,

In

constant...

is

constant.

and may be

out of account.

Now

let li vary.
Electromagnetic- disturbances are then sent out
from the surface of the sphere* whether it be intrinsically magnetised or have a true magnetising current on its surface.
By the
second circuital law the lines of electric fore 3 produced are circles
round the axis, and are quite symmetrical with respect to the
equator.
Let E be the electric force at distance ?*,.and polar angle-

The

d.

(out)

appropriate spherical functions are

^r(^H--)sine,

and

(in)

-(^l--jsin^,

(284^

an outward and an inward wave respectively, if q stands for
d/d(vt).
But both are concerned on account of the inward turning:
to an outward wave at the centre.
But we need not go into the-details of determination of constants, for the work has been already
done. All electromagnetic problems are dual, by transformation;from E to H, e to h,
to c, etc., in a way which is now welk
known.

for

/j.
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See p 95.

Equation (1) there is the full differential solution of
problem of finding the circular
due to e impressed in the
sphere a. So by transformation the circular E due to impressed li is

H

this

^ °"« =- w['-'"-°'(l-^) +'-'"'-^Kl + ^)] (l+^)''-

(285)

This is outside the sphere. It consists of two waves, both outward,
the one being outward from the moment of birth, the other resulting from the reflection (in effect) at the centre of the corresponfling
iiward wave, and therefore retarded in time by the amount ^ajv.
As for li itself, it may be any function of t, limited physically to
real sing'e values, but not confined to be continuous.

the

E

to correspond to E(out,»

in,

r in what follows

[,

we have only

To

obtain

a and
Thus,

to interchange

leaving the outside factor the same.

a sin
."^-iii?r—
(l-^) + .«-(l + ^.)](l + aA.
6/|

E,.„.,=

'Icvr

Here the

L"

wave

(286)

inward, and the second outward.
has two components, radial G and tangential H, say.
Now
The radial component is derived from E by
first

is

H

So in

and

(285)

And

•Gfin).

(286) turn sine to ^/r) cos

the tangential

H

is

to

&

derived from

produce

G(out)

/^^2H = ^.-^^^rE).

Working
H,.„, =

H,,.,

this out,

(288)

ma^es

.E + ^T.-.-(i_±)h..-,...(i,1)]-^.(289)

= c.E.«-|;i^[,-..-«(l _l)..-,...(l,l)]-l,.

Now

and

E by

as regards the interpretation.

This

is

(,90)

given in exact detail

by the above solutions themselves, in the origin of the disturbances,
their spreading, attenuation, and retardation.
Two practical cases
present themselves of speedy algebrisation, namely, /i= +1, or ^»,
and li simple periodic. The first is physically the more interesting,
•.in showing the origin and development and spread outwards of a
pulse, and the steady state it leaves behind.
The second concerns
an outward permanent wave train, but also includes the initial
phenomena.
(51).
;

In

(285), let

algebrisation

E(out)—
vwhere

li

be zero before, and constant after

t

= ^. The

immediate, by inspection, and multegration.

is

2C1;.-

Thus,

\^}--a^T-^^)^^\}^-^-'T^^^|J

vt^

= it-{a-r),

vt^

= vt-{a^r).

^^^^>
(292)
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got by interchanging a and r in the [ '] in (291).
zero before ^=0, by the. manner of construction t^ and t^
begin with tbe value zero, and the 1 in ( )i stands for t^^, and in
That is, ( )i and ( )2 are distinct and separate, until
(•)2 for tj^.
is the initial outward wave from the surface of
they overlap. (
Similarly

Since h

Ed.i) is

is

•

•

•

"

)i

and its companion in E(in) is the initial wave, whilst.
and its companion have no existence at first. This primary

sphere,

tlie
(

•

)2

wave

is

reducible to

E,.„„=-'^,^(l-^^>E«,;
that

is,

this

formula

is

valid for the

whole

(293)

of the shell

which the

two waves occupy. This lasts xinii\vt = a, when the front of the
inward wave reaches the centre. The shell is then of its full depth
2a, and the reflected or outward wave begins. When vt >a, the
wave (')2 is in existence, and the resultant E in the overlapping
)2.
region round the centre is obtained by adding together ( )i and
But this does not affect the shell formula at all, because ( )2 is not
That is, (293) is the shell formula all thein existence in the shell.
It
time, from its initiation to its disappearance from view at go
leaves the sphere at vt = 2a, when the impressed h ceases to work.
For the steady state of E, which is zero, then reaches the surface of
(

•

•

'

.

the sphere.

The formula being simple, may be calculated and graphically
sin e oa
The initial value of E is - (/i/2
both sides of the surface. Or, at the equator, simply —^fxvh. Here
— h is the strength of source, and cv is the reciprocal of uv, the
impedance of a unit tube of ether infinitely long one way. But the
disturbance (electric displacement) generated by h spreads both
ways equally. This brings in the coefficient 2. See p. 8, § 454 on
illustrated with ease.

;'y;

this point.

Spherical attenuation outwards and compression inwards maVes
become E = - hfxvh{a/r) sin 9 at the fronts of the two

the formula

on both boundaries of the

primary waves, that

is

reaches the centre.

At the

momentary

critical

moment

shell before it

vt = a,

there

infinite value at the centre, followed instantly

is

a

by a drop

which continues, and spreads out, as mentioned above. It
remarkable that at the critical moment vt = a, the value of E
constant all the way through the depth of the shell, being just

to zero,
is
is

That is, E = - ^/xvh sin'0. (Remember that
comes about in this way. Whilst E is running
in value at and near the front of the primary inward
falling in value elsewhere in the shell, and just when it

half the initial value.

E

is

up

circular.)

so fast

It

wave, it is
has fallen to half value, the very large value near the wave front

becomes

oo at

the front alone,

i.e.,

at the centre, which is

immediately
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destroyed by the reflected wave. In the subsequent history of the
E is negative in the outer part, positive in the inner part.
At a great distance, these two parts tend to be each of depth a, and
the formula for E at the boundaries of the shell is

•shell,

E = + fivhajlr sin 6,

(294)

—

using the
In the shell E
sign outside and the + sign inside.
then changes uniformly from one value to the other.
The corresponding formulas for G and
may be developed in a

H

leimilar

By

manner.

H,„„.,=

(289), (290),

-cvE+ ^^[(.^«,^-Tj^J + (.^y +
_

where the

^) J,

(295)

and out primary waves are shown, or rather, the
additions to be made to the electromagnetic Ho— -cvE, which is
obeyed in the shell ultimately. So, by addition of ( )i and ( ):, we
obtain the steady tangential magnetic force
in

*

*

H(out)=(/i*'/3r')sin^,

up to the inner boundary
ponent is
valid

of the shell.

(296)

And

G(out)=-^:r-[(-^i + -27-2i- 67^)x +
C
where the ( )2 only
In the steady state,
"

differs

from

_

(

*

)i i'^

'27ia^

cos d

Jj-

(297)
a.

.«^„x

(298)

H

In a similar manner the establishment of the internal
be exhibited, leading to the steady state B=n/uh, parallel

(52).

may

•

*^® interchange of r and

3-^-.

G(out)-

the radial com-

to the axis.

If

h

is

considered to be uniform magnetizing force in

the sphere, then the impressed activity is hB per unit volume
throughout the sphere. But if h means the equatorial value of a
surface convection current, the activity is entirely at the surface.

In either case it is the same at the same moment, and the total
work done is the same. It may be calculated in many ways. For
example, at the moment vt=2a, the activity stops, so the work
done consists of the magnetic energy in the sphere, and the shell
energy, electric and magnetic. Another way is to calculate the
ultimate shell energy, half electric and half magnetic.
The
magnetic energy left behind has the same value as the shell energy.
Of course now the external field energy is included. Now the total
work done is, by magnetic calculation, with uniform h in the sphere,
hB per unit volume, if B means the final value or
;

^

„
g— =4T„
-3-x7iXf^/i=—

47ra3

The

shell

,

energy (which

,

is

27ra.V/i2

wasted)

is

say.

,„„^,
(299)

therefore 2Ti ultimately, T^

—

'

WAVES

magnetic energy, and the

feeing its

the electric energy

It follows that the value of the electric

moment

vt=^2a, and

is

amount

of

energy

field

T^.

convince, the result may be verified
value of 2|cE2 in tha shell at time t.

ST^

is

Now

also.

any time.
energy is constant from the
If this argument does not
by integration, finding the

and nowhere

in the shell

is
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else, at

Convectionally considered, the equatorial activity per unit area
is — E7ii this being the applied force on
the current h=(TU, and Eo- the force of the ether on a. Here E
must have the surface value. This supplies another way of finding
of the surface of the sphere

suddenly stopped, at the amount vt^2a or
energy 2Ti is wasted by the formation of a second

If the sphere is

4Ti.

later, the field

shell.

a steady radial
displacement to be superimposed on the

If the surface is not electrically neutral, there is

outward

isotropic

electric

and magnetic fields. But it makes no
phenomena. The speed at the
It
to oo.
equator, denoted by u, may have any value from
will be noticed that much of the above relating to the shell is
similar to that already given for the shell arising from the sudden
jerking of a charged sphere into bodily motion of translation. But
it is now very much easier, and I can recommend ge nuine students
above considered

electric

difference in the electromagnetic

more detail, as given in
and after. I believe most of the
remainder in sheets was rescued from the lumberman's cart, and
sold in volumes, but I never got anything myself by the transaction,

of electromagnetics to study the subject in
vol.

2 of

so I

am

my

Elec. Pa., p. 402

not sure.

The other

easily treated case being the simple periodic, the
charged, must be waggled to and fro with axis fixed.
The separate waggles need
Say by a crank attached to the axis.
not, however, be through small angles, but may comprise any
number of revolutions, and the maximum speed is unlimited. Put
(53).

sphere,

if

h—JiQCoant, and q=ni/v in

—E(ouu=-^^ cvr
^

(285),

COS——

na

\

'

to represent the external E.

except in the

first fuctor,

we

sin

I

then

becomes

it

— cos——
(

From

this,

be go:.

Cr(out)=^

'

The external
-

—

-,

nr^

\

)

(

J\v

nt

I

,

(oOO)

J

by interchanging a and

r,

derive the corresponding internal E.

In a similar manner the two components

may

sin

nr

J V \

radial

component

cos-- sin)—
na
J V

.(

of the

sm + —

\

m Jgnetic

force

is

nr

cos ][

_

_^^)
/
/ \ v
(301)

and the

internal G(in)

comes from the

last

equation by the inter-
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change

of a and r, save in the first fa'^tor.
component (positive with increasing Q) is
7/-na

XI

T-r

sin

<?

H,o„t)= -cvE(o„t, --^^-^^

and the internal component
(in)

= --°

X^

external tangential

V^
/nY
A
__
cos^--ni5 j,

/oAr>\

(302)

is

— )sm+-

(1

The

CH.

cos

^—

sm-f-

(

cos

- -nM

(

(303)

As dependent upon the frequency and the

size of the sphere,

will

it

be observed that the external disturbances, electric and magnetic,
vanish when
tan (na/v)=nalvj
is, at any one of an infinite series of frequencies which ar©
nearly equally spaced, save at the beginning. Between thera are
the frequencies at which the external wave trains have their maxi-

that

mal amplitudes. The

internal oscillations at the critical frequencies

are entirely stationary,

although there

is

and involve no work being done

change from

electric to

Tne physical reason

versely.

in a period,

magnetic energy and con-

of the external quietude

primary inward wave train from the source

is

that the

on the

of disturbance

surface of the sphere arrives at the surface again, at a critical fre-

quency, in such strength and phase as to neutralize the primary
external wave train where they overlap.
This consideration tells
us withia what limits the above solutions are valid. If true over
all space and time, then the oscillating h must have been going at
it

But

for all past time.

until the

moment vt=2a

if

h begins

that the

E

at the

moment

and H,

G

t-O,

it

is

not

solutions are valid,

and then only inside the sphere. Outside it, up to distance r^3a,,
the uncancelled part of the primary wave outward, constituting

is

So, in general, the above solutions are valid only

the initial shell.

up to the inner boundary of the shell.
But the differential solutions previously given are true completely,
and include the shell. Instead of the substitution q=ni/v which
is valid for the
established wave train, use the substitution
q-"l = {vt)^/^n, which is true all along.
Applied to 7t==7to cos rj^,
beginning at ^^0, it makes

=h

.-

and by application
/t,.a

sin

^cor

\a sin

^r

I

- = \ - (I _ cos 7it)

- Bin nt,

of these to (285)
/

^

L(\
](l

we

(304)

;

obtain

^2

n^ar

^-

/

n\r

aJ

)

\

COS+-I -^~)ain\n[ti-

v

j

vMrJy

)+-t^335)

|*
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This formula shows the external E from the first moment in the
fbrm of two waves, marked i and 2The first line shows the
primary outward wave, the second the outward retarded wave. Up
to the moment vt = 1a the first wave alone exists outside the
sphere after that, the second must be added on in the overlap,
whilst the first is still valid beyond. At a critical frequency, the
;

internal stationary vibration
lished at the

same moment

and the external

i;i= 2a.

The

shell are both estab-

and

shell then separates

expands, leaving no disturbance between it and the sphere.
The mean rate of waste of energy by the outward wave train
*L(

Scv

\

cos

Here na[v=2mir gives the

To

na

V

sm

—/

j

is

(30b)

.

v

critical frequencies nearly, if

m is any

which

is the
say lO^V^, then
required to bring a to atomic
a/m=6xl0^^, and the value of
It is worse with assumed
size lO^^cm. is 10' V6, which is absurd.
We want a to be of the order 6xl0~^ to
electronic size 10'^^.
catch the lowest, twice as great to catch the next, and so on. This
is of no importance as regards an electron in oscillatory rotation.
Bui the same equation occurs in various other problems relating to
Or else
vibrating or revolving electrons or systems of the same.
similar series of critical frequencies given by allied equations. Even
the relatively very simple case of a vibrating spherical electron has
its series of critical frequencies, which may be only slightly modified
by the distortion due to the doppler effect.

integer.

see the relation to real sizes, let

frequency, be of

the

order of

visible

u/'Itt,

light,

m

(54).

The equation tan nafv=nalv

is

not a determinantal equation

an equation giving the frequencies of
free vibrations rendered possible by the presence of boundaries
causing reflection to and fro of progressive waves. For there is no
boundary of that sort concerned, and there are no free vibrations.
We may, however, introduce them by letting the material inside
the sphere a be different from the outside ether. Then, obviously,
the initial inward and outward waves from a surface source will not
be precisely the same at birth, and the inward wave on its return
to the surface r^a will be partly reflected and partly transmitted,
and the reflected part will go to the centre and return and be split
So inside the sphere is an infinite series
again, and so on for ever.
This allows of he existence of
of waves crossing one another.
in the ordinary sense, that

is,

normal systems,

in general of the subsiding kind, with a regular
determinantal equation fixing an infinite series of periods and rates of
subsidence, which is not the same as the series of critical frequencies
If an electron, for example, consisted of an
referred to above.
electrified sphere of ether having a different permittivity from the
VOL.
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external ether, then this difiference would be the cause of a great
complication in the effects due to a surface source, which complication may be analysed into an infinite series of to and fro waves
inside the sphere, or, with mathematical equivalence, into the
infinite series of normal vibrations with special frequencies.
The
mathematical work becomes very complicated, but has, perhaps,
little physical importance in the theory of electrons.

Slanting Motion of Electrified Straight Line.

On

130 was briefly considered the potential of an
steadily in its own line, in relation to the
motion of a charged ellipsoid of revolution along its axis of symmetry.
What follows relates to the more general case of slanting motion. The
§ 535.

(1).

electrified line

p.

moving

n

The electrified line mn of
length 21 with charge Q of uniform linear density moves in the
plane x, z in the direction u, and the y axis is up through the paper.
Also let Xq be the value of .r of an element of the charged hne. Then
the eolotropic potential at the point x, y, z referred to the origin at
diagram

will explain the coordinates.

the centre of the moving line
given by the integral

SttZcJ

is,

by the formula

[{{x—Xq)c^zs\^ t Khj^

.

k' ^(X

for a

moving

point,

-Xo S-ZC 'f

^

'

j

I

where

;S, s for sin
ir cos ^,
in the integral c stands for

as before.

^

This

may

(c2+K26-2)i

an< k'^=1—u^/v'^
and

/S,

be transformed
rmed to

rj^_^

ICV

ZCS{1-k'^) \^

K^Z^

-^

(2)

with the limits
using the

+

w + l-^ ^^l

^V

>

sign in the upper limit

or

±x'l,

and the

—

in the lower.

The

result is

8irCl{C^

+ Kh^)i'^^

'

(^x'-l)-}-l{x'-l)^+

-1-

J4

.

»
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in its

own

line,
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s=0, and

P= _Q_ lo-° r + Z+[(x + Z)^+Ky+<c^.^y
same with —(,
8ncl
In

transverse motion c=0, and

P=_Q_
SttcZ

Now let

p_

I log ^+i^[(^+^y+y'+^'l''']\
same with —/

A be

(6)

72

^

1

Sircl (c^

let

(5)

/c

kV

;g_

so that

and

,4.
^ '

*

1q„ a;'+; + [(x^+g)2+Bl^
°CB'-Z + [(X'-Z)24-B]i'
.

+ icV)^

the value of the logarized quantity.

(7)

It follows (by

work) that

B

x'^

(A+l)2

r
L

or

V'

g Vg2(i_^2)2

,

(c-^+kV)2

(A+1)

,„

or
"

-\-TT=7-r—^o',
4 A (A- 1)2'.

,

aj'2+

4A

'

H^O'''

<«>

^i,cs(l->c^ )-]

"^^

c^+kV J

.y

.(A+1)Y

.^.2

-|

.A + IV;,

Let this be the same as
F(x cos

/3'4

sin ^,2-fG(a; sin

^'-zcos ^'f+'H.y^=K;

(10)

H

and K are known, and /3' is the angle the axis makes with
then
the cc-axis, measured like jS. Comparing coefficients, using c' and
s with .6' to match c and s with ^3,
rc'2 + Gs'2 = l,
j:&

-i-\jc

(11)

—
fc^

from which

find F, G,

and

^'.

say,

(IJ,)

Thus,

G='q=^,

F=':iz^,

— />

+ K2s2ja

F-G^±:L,

(14)

4=4.V=«4L-4)=l-/.,„2r,
2c<l

->c^)(c^

+

(15)

^2.2)

^ "(c" + »cV)2-cV(l-»c2)2-(A+l)V/4A'

tan2/3'

^

^

(2\ This being the general case, let c=s, which is the case of
equally direct and transverse motion. Then (16) reduces to

Here

A---qo

makes

^'=^0,

negative, and goes from
VOL.

III.

and A^l makes ^' = —7r/4. So
- ^tt as w (the speed) goes from

to

2^3'

is

to v.
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Or

j8'

is

when u

is 0,

and the

tends to be at right angles to

h'^=

—

^

axis turns

CH. X^

round to the

u when u approaches

a/A—iv-i

undisplaced

»

(A-1)' c-y-^-''
^

-

left,

and

v.

2/- axis,

(19)

'^^^P^*^®^ ^-^^'«-

(20>

The line of Q is always the axis of the ellipsoids (prolate),
when 1^ = 0, and is always, up to u anything <.v, the axis of the
innermost ellipsoid.
It is the longest axis, and further away,
where Z becomes relatively small, turns round and tends to be perpendicular to the line of motion.
At a sufficiently great distance,,
the electrified line behaves like a point charge. Then we have, at
Any speed, the oblate ellipsoids of a point charge, with the principal
axis turned _lu.
So from the electrified line outwards there is a

continuous change from very prolate to oblate ellipsoids.
The above is very dreary stuff, bub may be useful to those who
(3).
may wish to study the distorted electric field and the magnetic of
ellipsoids in motion.
The case of direct motion is most important,
They are, of course, well
leading to Searle's ellipsoidal formulas.
known now, but it may be useful to insert here some of them, for
reference in relation to previous investigations in this volume.
In this put first r=0, x=ar
Put 8=0 in (2), producing (4).
(where r^ = y^-{'Z^), and secondly x = 0, r=b, and equate the two P's.

The

result is

P^a^-.'i^

^:=i^\

or

(21)

which is the relation between the axes of an equipot. surface. If
a=b, then lla-^ujv. Shift Q to the sphere, then P is the outside
potential.

The

potential of the ellipsoid a, b itself

is

-^iog^L_Q-A4-ii!^iZ^..;\
47rcZ

^a-l

4:7rca\

'

S a^' 5 a^

(22).

)'

'

The leading energy formula is that for the magnetic energy.
the ellipsoid a, h it is (Searle, Pliil. Mag., Oct., 1897).
47ra

(3

3.5 ci2^5.7 a4

For

^"^"^^

'
•

j

know any easy way of finding T without
space outside the ellipsoid a, h ; except when
a=b. Then only a simple integration through the outside shell is
needed, as done on p. 129. ^is finds the shell energy, and thereCombining with the property
fore also the equal stored d'nergy.

subject to (21).

I do not

integration over

all

U - T = IPQk^,

of

which a proof

is

given on p. 129,

we

find

U

and-

WAVES

T separately, T being
no

calculation of

(23)

Ml

field,

But I have given

'U-Vo = m,u.

(24)

formulas,

Here T and M belong to the steady
The density of the momentum Mj is

however, quite easy.

is,
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my momentum
T^^Mu,
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to the outside shell.

Therefore

STj/y, directed radially outward.

-1
since

H in the shell

is

given by

Qu sin

e

,2g

So, by (25;,

U,^^--y-^^^^--+^- + ...j

Now

(M + Mi)U=U-Uo + T + 2Ti=4Ti,

because the shell energy equals the energy

The value

instantly estabUshed.

the

shell, calculated

on

p.

of 2Ti is

left

(27)

.

(28)

behind,

known, being

when u

2 f^-^^

U-U,-T=2T,=^.5!?^fi+l«:+l
«;+... V
"
"
y2
4:7!-av

In the

last

to (27).

is

for

128 to be

\a

5

'

7

2;-^

.-.

use the series for

2(U-Uo)-iPQic'^-Uo+2T,.

P and we

Insert this in (28), and

find

we come

(29)
^

j

Also, as on p. 129,

U-T-|PQk:S

'

^

87raR[l-(^/t;)cosd]*

(30)

U — JJ^^^M^u, according
to

T = jMi/,

were brought from rest to speed u slowly, the waste
and in the limit, zero. Here we see again the utility

If the charge

would be less,
of the impulsive acceleration in getting useful results.
So far as
the particular series (27) and (29) go, the charge is rigid spherical.
But (28) applies to any rigidly connected distribution of electrification suddenly set in steady motion, as is evident on considering
that on sudden stoppage, the original state of things is finally
restored, with

U = Uo,

T==0, T^^O.

If the acceleration is not impulsive,

/Fuodt = JJ-Vo+T+2T,,
if

Uq

is

the speed at time

and T and

Mo

t,

we have
u/Fdt={}l + M,)u,

M belong as before, whilst 2T2

momentum

wasted.

is

By

u

taking the difference,
saving of energy due to slow working,
the

Saving- (T - U + Uo) + (M^u - 2T^).

The

to

we

get the

(32)

known, the second (.) requires special calculation
the law u^ follows. Here U— T is + and < U^, so the

first is (.) is

according to

(31)

which U
the energy wasted, and

finishing with the value

first
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+ In the limit
very slow.

(.) is

ration

is

Now

(4).

verse to

it is

.

the whole saving

return to the electrified line, and

itself,

along the

a- axis.

Then, by

when

let its

the accele-

motion be trans-

(5),

--^- log ?±ixI(^lJ)!-^!±!!M*.
P- SttcIk
°
same with —I

(33).

In this put first x = a, 2/=0, 2 = 0; next x = 0, y=h, z=-0; and
»=0, 2/ = 0, z=c; and equate the three P's which result. Thus,

a+l_

l^[l2^b^]y^

i4.[l^:^c-lK^]*

last

(34^

This simplifies to

12^12^ c^K^

a^-.

.-.

a>h>c,

(3e>

At 00, a=b=c/K, the same as for a point charge.
At the line of Q itself, a=l, and h=^c=^0.
If Z=0,

we have a=b=c/ic

Not any

If Z2=-x2, then

a may

again.

ellipsoid is possible, because b/c is constant throughout.

be

> or <

a^^\^=b^=cVK^,
c.

The Magnetic

A

and

6

>a, and

also

>c, bui

different interpretation is required.

Inertia of a Charged Conductor in a

Field of Force.

[Nature, April 19, 1906;

p. 582.1

§ 536. I think there is, in Another Place, possibly some misunderstanding concerning the inertia of a moving charged conductor duo
to the magnetic energy set

up by

distribution of the electrification,

up

to in6nity.

No

motion. It depends upon the
and may vary from a minimum

its

question of distortion due to high speed is inis quite simple.
Say a sphere of radius a has

volved, so the theory

any distribution of surface charge For simplicity, let it be symmetrical round the axis of motion, so that the surface density is
representable by the sum of any number of zonal harmonic distribu-

The corresponding magnetic

fields follow.
Their magnetic
independent, so that the actual magnetic energy is
the sum of the separate magnetic energies.
The really practical case, which is also very simple, is when tho
conductor has a charge Q and moves in a uniform electric field F.

lions.

energies are

Then

all

the surface density

is

^ =4^-2- S'^'F cos

where 6

is

the polar angle.

0,

The magnetic

(1>

force

is, [if ?t

H = Hi-tH2=^^sm^+3c-^sm^cos0.

= speed],
(2)

WAVES

The magnetic energy

is

Si/wH^,

^

and by integration comes

\_b7ra

inerta

'^

is

= 15^'

to

5

J
where Wi
the uniform charge, or mi=/uQV67ra,, and

The magnetic
for
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therefore 171^(1+ h),

is

the value

'^=—C^—

'^

^^^

This n is the ratio of the induced electric force at the pole to
undisturbed force. If n = l, F is just large enough to make
This is
surface density be zero at one pole. Then /i= 1/47.
increased inertia due to the disturbance of the distribution of
charge.

The

" equation of motion " under

F

the

the

is

FQ = [m+m,{l + h)]u,

m

the
the

(5)

the mass of the body.
The whole is subject to the restriction of small ujv and small
acceleration, so that the electric and magnetic fields sensibly travel
with the charge. Nor need F be constant in space or in time, pro-

where

is

does not vary too rapidly in relation to the size of the conIn slow motion the magnetic energy is the fraction u^v^
of that part of the electric energy that depends upon the transverse

vided

it

ductor.

electric force.

[Addition.

In Nature, June 28, 1906, p. 198,

a continuation

is

He found that if UJiT, the magnetic

of the above by G. F. C. Searle.

energy is given by (3) above if we alter 8/5 to 16/5. This is in the
steady stage with finite conductivity, and full penetration of the
magnetic force into the sphere. But as I pointed out to him, there
is no penetration when the conductivity is infinite, so separate
palculation was required. In this case he found that the coefficient
In the general case of partial penetration
8/5 in (3) became 6/5.
there can be no simple formula. In electronic theory, the correction on account of redistribution of charges due to assumed conductivity is very minute, when uJv and the acceleration are small.]

Boltzmann's Interpretation of Maxwell.
[Review

of Curry's " Electricity

September

and Magnetism," The Electrician,

10, 1897, p. 648.]

From

the preface by Prof. Boltzmann, we learn that this
based upon his "Vorlesungen iiber Maxwell's Theorie,'*
though it has been much elaborated by Dr. Curry and that Prof.
Boltzmann has revised the MS. of the treatise and finds that it gives
§

537.

work

is

;

a very clear and concise exposition, not only of all his lectures, but
especially of the conceptions and principles embodied in the founda-
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tion of the electromagnetic theory of light.

we

preface

electricity

Dr. Curry's

learn that he regards the treatise as the philosophy of

and magnetism, and that he has added two rather long

chapters on Helmholtz's theory.
I

am

unable to agree with Dr. Boltzmann as regards the con-

ceptions and principles, or with Dr. Curry as regards the philosophy,

or that Helmholtz's theory deserves so

the subject matter

is

much space,

if

professedly Maxwell's theory

any at all. As
we have some

right to expect a following or extension of Maxwell's philosophical

manner. Instead of which, the new wine is put in the old bottles.
Real and neutral electricities one fluid, two fluids free electricity,
bound electricity two types of electricity, the current electricity
and the polarised electricity the action at a distance of the elec;

;

;

;

Maxwell's equations of action at a distance, &c., &c.
Is all that Maxwell? I never knew it before, but
thought he had swept away the old fluids and given us something
tricity

due to polarisation

;

1

philosophical and dynamical.

But we should not expect
place and

home

took root in England.

demned

the

method

Hertz squashed

too

much.

Germany was

the breeding

They never

of electrodynamic theories,' so-called.

all

Indeed,

Thomson and

Tait severely con-

before Maxwell's treatise

came

out.

Now

the electrodynamic theories visibly, and con-

up Maxwell. But it is
Maxwell to their old ideas as far
as possible to have a minimum of Maxwell and a maximum of
distance action. Dr. Curry says it has been his desire to embody
not only the standpoint from which the theory of electricity and
magnetism is studied on the Continent, but also the general methods
of treatment in vogue. If Maxwell is really taught in this way
generally on the Continent, I think it is a great pity. But there
are notable exceptions.
Hertz became quite Maxwellian after his

tinental theorists were obliged to take

natural that they should try to

fit

;

great hit, save that, as I think, he attached rather too

much impor-

tance to the mere equations, as the representation of Maxwell's
theory, to the comparative exclusion of the experimental and
philosophical basis.
Then there is Dr. A. Foppl, whose excellent
" Einfuhrung in die Maxwell'sche Theorie der Electricitat " deserves
all who can understand it.
It is the least academical
German works I have seen, and also the clearest and most
advanced. Dr. Foppl thoroughly appreciates that the best way of

to be read by

of the

exhibiting electric and magnetic relations

by the

electric

relations,

and

and magnetic

forces

and

is

not by potentials, but

fluxes

and

their reciprocal

also the proper use of fluids, not electric or magnetic,

but illustrative of the behaviour and distribution of the so-called
and magnetic " forces " and " fluxes."

-electric

;
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few points where

is

nicely got up,

when one

and

is

well

does not like

it.

I think Maxwell's theory is

The starting point is not experiform of the rotational ether analogy
The forms of
in which electric force is represented by velocity.
the energies are assumed, and the equation of motion is derived
through the PrLiciple of Least Action. (There are easier ways, but
they are not so learned.) The ultimate result, when, by an aftermisrepresented and perverted.
mental, but

is

that particular

thought, the conduction current

is

put

in,

is

a set of equations

equivalent to the two circuital laws, with a difference.

own

Using

my

notation, these laws for a stationary conducting dielectric are
curl (H-li) = C+D=(fc+ci?)E,

-curl(E-e)=

B=

(1)

^i^H.

(2)

Here D=cE, a,nd B=mH,
and h are the impressed parts of E and H. Now Drs. Boltzmann and Curry (p. 34) have the second law right but their first
law is wrong in two ways. First, there ia the omission of h. As
appears later this is intentional. But it is thoroughly wrong. Where
I omit the magnetic conduction current.

tind e

;

magnetisation to come in ? The other error is that in
Dr. Boltzmann's exposition e only acts on conduction current, that
is, whilst E produces C; but it is only E— e that produces (oris
actively associated with) D. This error is also intentional. Perhaps
is intrinsic

I that have misrepresented Maxwell.
Very well, let it be I
then Dr. Boltzmann's expositions do not agree with mine in vital
particulars, and this goes on pretty well all through, only getting
worse later on. To prevent confusion, I may call Maxwell, my
Maxwell.
Is not the energy of any condenser ^S"^Q2, and of a unit cube
condenser ^c-^D'^ however D is caused, if elastically done and
linearly ?
But Dr. Boltzmann says (p. 146) it is doubtful whether
Excepting possible crystallic
e can be generated in insulators.
exceptions "all E.M.F.s are confined to the surface of insulators."
Now is this philosophy ? I think not, and regard the dielectric as
the fundamental universal in my Maxwell's theory, the conductive
property being occasional or frequent, but, so to speak, accidental,

it is

certainly additional. I cannot see the slightest grounds for making
e inoperative, or else be absent altogether, unless there is electric
conductivity on the spot.
In connection with this matter I see the statement (p. 224) that
so-called "real electricity" (that

is.

Maxwell's electrification)

is

created or destroyed wherever impressed forces appear, on account
of conductivity, but that such a variation of " real magnetism "
(div.

B)

is

impossible, because

impressed

magnetic forces

are

:
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*'
entirely unknown " in Maxwell's equations. But my Maxwell does
not teach me either the fact stated about electrification, or the reason
given about magnetism. My Maxwell teaches me that no e can
produce electrification in a dielectric which is not a conductor and
that no e can produce electrification in a conductor which is not a,
dielectric
and that no e can produce electrification in a homogeneous conducting dielectric but that the existence of heterogeneity
is (as well as conductivity and permittivity) necessary for the production of electrification. On the other point, my Maxwell teaches
me that variations in div B are impossible, because of the experimental absence of magnetic conductivity (not the absence of h), and
that div B itself is zero as a connected experimental fact, otherwise
we should have unipolar magnets. As for h being absent, my
Maxwell teaches me it is very much in action. We cannot, indeed,
create h (or A'h, intrinsic magnetisation density) without external
agency not involved in the fundamental theory but that is just
why h is taken as intrinsic or impressed.
This persistent perversity about impressed forces, according to my
Maxwell, takes a new form later on, in what is termed a modified
form of Maxwell's equations. This remarkable assumption is made
;

;

;

;

let

(my

notation, &c.)

e=f+(c-Co)A;-if.

(3)

the old impressed force, and f is a new one, connected
with the old one by the differential equation (3). To see its effec*=

Here e

let

is

H— h be H and E— e be E in

Then
is

my

Maxwell's

first

above.
(4)

law, whilst Dr. Boltzmann's

curl

Now put

(1)

curlH=A;(E+e)-+-cp(E+e)
is

H= A;(E+ e)+ cjjE.

e in terms of f according to

(3),

curlH=(A;+c2))E-Coe,

(5>

It

makes

(5)

become
(6)

a new form of first circuital law, which is just as wrong as the
other, in another way owing to the redundant term — Cf,e.
Now our author calls (3) a " purely formal but important change,'^
;

and says that since e and f are identical when steady (the only case
more carefully investigated) it is impossible to decide whether e or
This transformation seems to me to be liocus
f is impressed force
pocus, and nothing more. Is there no energetic criterion of impressed force then ? No one has a right to trifle with Maxwell's^
We may indeed extend, but should not
equations in this way.
There is something quite shocking about this philoviolate them.
!

sophy of electricity.
But a little further on we find out why e goes out and f comea
in. It is to make a transition from Maxwell's theory to Helmholtz's^
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and in fact, by a "slight modification" which has no justification,
Helmholtz's equations, or equations resembling them, are derived.
A good deal of space is devoted to Helmholtz's theory, including a
so-called

empirical establishment, following

its

originator.

The

taken quite seriously, and is considered to harmonise with
and to be an extension of Maxwell's theory, and is recommended
for possille use later. I cannot agree with this view of Helmholtz's
theory but as the matter cannot be properly treated in this review^
I will write a separate article about it.

theory

is

;

[This " separate article " is in E.M.T., vol. 2, App. D., p. 493,
Tinder the title " On Compressional Electric or Magnetic Waves."]

Vectors versus Quaternions.
[Nature, April

6,

1893

;

p. 533.]

Having a

vivid recollection of the pleasure I derived from
§ 538.
Prof. Gibbs's attacks upon the quaternionic system in the rather one-

sided discussion that took place about two years ago in this journal, I
have delayed replying to the letters of Profs. MacAulay and Tait,
from an expectation that Prof. Gibbs would have something to say.
In this I have not been mistaken; and, as there is a general agreement between us on the whole, I have merely to add some supplementary remarks. Prof. MacAulay refers to me as having raised the
question again. I can assure him it has never been dropped. Apart
from the one-sided discussion, it has been a live question with Prof.
Gibbs and myself since about 1882, and is now more alive than ever.
I cannot help thinking that Prof. MacAulay's letter was overhastily
written, and feel sure that if he knew as much about the views and
methods of those to whom he appeals as he does about Quaternions,
he would have written it somewhat differently, or perhaps not have
written it at all, from a conviction of the uselessness of his appeal.
There is no question of suicide with us on the contrary, quite the
reverse.
I am asked whether the *' spoonfeeding," as he terms it,
of Maxwell, FitzGerald, &c., is not good enough for me.
Why, of
course not. It is quaternionic, and that is the real point concerned.
;

Again, he thinks nothing of the inscrutable negativity of the square
of a vector in Quaternions here, again, is the root of the evil. As
regards a uniformity of notation amongst anti-quaternionists, I dare
;

say that will come in time, but the proposal is premature. We have
first to get people to study the matter and think about it.
I have
developed my system, such as it is, quite independently of Prof.
Gibbs.
Nevertheless, I would willingly adopt his notation (as I
liave adopted his dyadical notion of the linear operator) if I found it
better. But I do nod. I have been particularly careful in my notation to harmonise as closely as possible with ordinary mathematical
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and notation I do not think Gibbs has succeeded
But that matters little now the really important thing is
to depose the quaternion from the masterful position it has so long
usurped, whereby the diffusion of vector analysis has been so
lamentably impeded. I have been, until lately, very tender and
ideas, processes

;

so well.

;

merciful towards quaternionic fads, thinking it possible that Prof.
Tait might modify his obstructive attitude. But there is seemingly

no chance

Whether

of that.

tical

this be so or not, I think

practically

it is

no chance whatever for Quaternions as a pracsystem of mathematics for the use of physicists. How is it

certain that there
possible,

when

is

is

it

so utterly discordant with

besides being at variance with

physical notions,

common mathematics ?

A

vector

is

never was, and never will be, and its square
is not negative; the supposed proofs are perfectly rotten at the
core.
Vector analysis should have a purely vectorial basis,
and the quaternion will then, if wanted at all, merely come in as
an occasional auxiliary, as a special kind of operator. It is to Prof.
Tait's devotion to his master that we should look for the reason of
the little progress made in the last 20 years in spreading vector
not a quaternion

;

it

analysis.

my turn, an appeal to make to Prof. MacAulay.
much interested in his recent R. S. paper. As the
knoweth its own wickedness, he will not be surprised when I

Now

I have, in

I have been

heart

say that I seem to see in his mathematical powers the " promise
and potency " of much future valuable work of a hard-headed kind.
This being so, I think it is a great pity that he should waste his
talents on such an anomaly as the quaternionic system of vector
analysis.
I have examined a good deal of his paper, and can find
nothing quaternionic about it except the language concerned in his
symbols. On conversion to purely vectorial form, I find that it is
greatly improved. I would suggest that he give up the quaternion.
If he does not like my notation or Prof. Gibbs's, or Prof. Macfarlane's,
and will invent one for himself, it will receive proper consideration.
He will greatly extend the sphere of his usefulness by the conver,

A difficulty in the way is that he has got used to quaternions.
know what it is, as I was in the quaternionic slough myself once.
But I made an effort, and recovered myself, and have little doubfc

sion.

I

MacAulay can do the same.
Passing to Prof. Tait's letter, it seems to be very significant. The
quaternionic calm and peace have been disturbed. There is confusion in the quaternionic citadel
alarms and excursions, and
hurling of stones and pouring of boiling water upon the invading
that Prof.

;

host.

What

else is the

of the concluding

the tables.

meaning of his letter, and more especially
?
Bat the worm may turn and turn

paragraph

;

;

!
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would appear that Prof. Tait, being unable to bring his massive
understand my vectors, or Gibbs's, or Macfarlane's, hasdelegated to Prof. Knott the task of examining them, apparently
just upon the remote chance that there might possibly be something
in them that was not utterly despicable. Prof. Knott has examined
them, and has made some remarkable discoveries. One of them is
that those vector methods in which the quaternion is not the master
lead to formulae of the most prodigious and alarming complexity.
He has counted up the number of symbols in certain equations.
Admirable critic
Now, since this discovery, and Prof. Tait's remarks, are calculated to discourage learners, I beg leave to say, distinctly and emphatically, that there is no foundation for the imputation.
Prof.
Knott seems to have found a mare's nest of the first magnitude
unless, indeed, he is a practical joker, and has been hoaxing his
venerated friend.
Speaking from a personal knowledge of the
quaternionic formulae of mathematical physics, and of the corresponding formulae in my notation and in Prof. Gibbs's, I can say
definitely that there is very little to choose between them, so far as
mere length goes. Perhaps Prof. Knott has been counting the
symbols in a Cartesian formula, or in a semi- cartesian one, or some
kind of expanded form. I do not write for experts who delight in
the most condensed symbolism.
I do not even claim to be an
expert myself.
I have to make my readers, and therefore frequently, of set purpose, give expanded forms rather than the
most condensed.
It

intellect to

But

so far as regards the brief vector formulae, I find that the

advantage
but state

is

actually in

merely as a

it

my favour.

I attach

which upsets

fact

no importance to this ^
Knott and Tait's

Profs.

should point out the reason,,
not be believed. In common algebra there
is but one kind of product of a pair of quantities, say, F and v^
which is denoted by Fv. In vector algebra there are two kinds of
conclusions.

It is desirable that I

otherwise the fact

may

One

of these closely resembles the usual product, whilst
widely different, being a vector itself. Accordingly, toharmonise with common algebra, I denote the scalar product by Fv..
It degenerates to Fv when the vectors have the same direction.
Now, since the quaternionista denote this function by — SFv, which
is double as long, whilst ±Fv becomes ^iSFv, it is clear that there
must be an appreciable saving of space from this cause alone, because the scalar product is usually the most frequently occurring

products.

the other

is

function.

But there

are other causes.

The quaternionic ways

of specialising

formulae are sometimes both hard to read and lengthy in execution.

Look

at

S

.

UaUpS

.

U/3U/J,

which I see in

Tait's

book.

I denote'
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twice as long. But
should
be aimed at, and that is also secured by departing from viuaternionic
usage.
Examples of shortening and clarifying by adopting my
notation may be found on nearly every page of Tait's book.
Consider, for example, rotations.
Quaternionists, I believe,
rather pride themselves upon their power of representing a rotation
by means of a quaternion. Thus, b^-^a?'^. The continued product
of a quaternion q, a vector a, and another quaternion q-^, produces
a vector b, which is a turned round a certain axis through a certain
angle.
It is striking that it should turn out so
but is it not also a
very clumsy way of representing a rotation, to have to use two
quaternions, one to pull and the other to push, in order to turn round
the vector lodged between them? Is it not plainer to say b=ra,

this

by

(a,/)i)

(Api), or else

the mere shortness

is

by

aipi

.

Sip^,

not important.

Tait

is

It is distinctness that

;

where r
if r' is

is

is

the rotator ?

the reciprocal of

Then we shall have ac^- arr'c=^r'ar'c==&c.,
Then Prof. Tait's Yq3i,q~'^q(f> iq~ \iq)q~'r.

represented by Vrar^r'b.

and note how badly the

q{

See his treatise, p. 326, 3rd edition,
system works out there and in

)q~^

the neighbouring pages.

What, then,

is this rotator?
It is simply a linear operator, like
however, of a special kind, since its conjugate and its
reciprocal are one, thus rr —1, or r ^r~-.
Far be it from me to
follow Prof. Tait's example (see his letter) and impute to him an
"imperfect assimilation " of the linear and vector operator. What
I should prefer to suggest is that his admiration for the quaternionic
mantle is so extreme that he will wear it in preference to a betterfitting and neater garment.
If we like We can express the rotator
in terms of a quaternion, in another way than above, though
involving direct operations only. But I am here merely illustrating
the clumsiness of the quaternionic formulae in physical investigations, and their unnaturalness, by way of emphasising my denial
and disproof of the charge made by Prof. Tait against vectorial
methods. The general anti-quaternionic question I have considered
[See the beginning and the end of the Chapter on
elsewhere.
Vectorial Algebra in vol. 1 of this work. Also p. 135 in the present
(p.

It

is,

Tolume.]
Quaternionic Innovations.
[Nature, January 11, 1894

;

p. 246.]

§ 539. That Prof. Tait should not be able to do justice to those who
prefer to treat vectors as vectors, and quaternions as quaternions,

instead of commingling their diverse natures, with the result, in the
latter case, of confusion of physical ideas (and geometrical also, for
of course geometry is itself ultimately a physical science, having an
experimental foundation), is naturally to be expected. He does not
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their ways, either of thinking or of working, as is abundantly

evident in

and

IN

others.

all

that he has written adversely to Prof. Willard Gibbs
is, however, a little strange, in view of Prof. Tait's

It

often expressed conservatism regarding Quaternionics, that he should

any innovations therein, such as Mr. MacAulay has introThe latter may perhaps take this as a compliment to his
analytical powers, which compel the former's admiration, and
For myself,
toleration of his departures from quaternionic usage.
I welcome any quaternionic innovations that may (ultimately) tend
in the direction of the standpoint assumed by Prof. Gibbs and
others, and foresaw some two years since (when a very bulky manuscript came to me for my opinion) that there would be some
tolerate

duced.

quaternionic upstirring.
Prof. Gibbs has already pointed out how the development of
Quaternionics has involved first the elimination of the imaginary,
Now there is
and next the gradual elimination of the quaternion
!

a capital illustration of this innate tendency in Prof. Tait's review
{Nature, December 28, 1893), where, on p. 194, he explains by an
example the meaning of a startHng innovation of Mr. MacAulay's.
Put it, however, in vectorial form, and let us see what it comes to
then. Take the case of a stress and the force to correspond (which
is a little easier than Prof. Tait's example, though not essentially
different).
Let
be a stress operator (pure, for simplicity), so that
plane,
being any
0N, or N0, is the stress per unit area on the
unit vector. Now we know, by consideration of the stresses acting
upon the faces of a unit cube, that the
component of the force F
per unit volume is the divergence of the stress vector for the
planes. That is,

N

N

N

N

FN=V0N,

(1)

any direction of N. I employ my usual notation for the benefit
of readers (now becoming numerous) who, though they cannot
follow the obscure quaternionic processes, can understand the
plainer ones of pure vector algebra.
Now, may we remove the
vector N (which is any one of an infinite number of vectors) and
for

write

F=v0

or

=(p\7

simply, as the complete expression for the force?

may.

For, in

full,

(2|

Certainly

V^iVi + jVa + kva,
0=<^i.i+02.j+(J!)3.k

where Vd &Cm

we

we have

or

=i.<jf)i+j.(^2+k.^3,

(3)

(4)

the scalar components of the vector v (not a
quaternion, of course) and ^j, &c., are the vector stresses on the
a^^e
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Direct multiplication gives at

once

We

is F.
may also write it 0^, because ^ is pure.
the other hand, when
is rotational^, I st its conjugate be
then instead of (1) we have

which

On

FN = v0'N,
and

cf)\

(6)

therefore

F = v0' = 0V.
Here

if

is

given by the

first

(7)

expansion in

(4),

(f>'

is

given by the

second.

Now there are several things that deserve to be pointed out about
the above, which should be compared with Prof. Tait on p. 194.
FirsS that the result

when

F=0v» irrespective

of pureness, or

F=v^also

when

got quaternionically seems to be a
great novelty to Prof. Tait, and to give him a " severe wrench,"
involving a " dislocation" and a "startling innovation." Perhaps,
the stress

is

pure,

Mr. MacAulay's peculiar way of arriving at the
Moreover, secondly, in the
vector algebra of Willard Gibbs and others the use of equation (2)
or of (7) to express the force complete, by removal of the intermediate vector N, is neither new, nor does it involve any straining
of the intellect, for it is actually a part of the system itself, done
naturally and in harmony with Cartesian mathematics. See Gibbs's
"Elements of Vector Analysis" (1881-4) for the direct product
(Also for the skew product, a more advanced idea it,
of V and
however,

it

is

result that Prof. Tait is alluding to.

;

<f>.

too, is a physically useful result.)

the same thing presents

Thirdly, note

how

very differently

Tait according as

it is

clothed

in his favourite quaternionic garb or in vectorial vestments.

In the

latter case

it is

itself to Prof.

either unnoticed or is contemptible

;

in the former,

may

be a novel and valuable improvement.
I do not think that Prof. Tait does justice to Mr. MacAulay in
making so much of a trifle such as passes unnoticed or unappreciated
it

work of others. There is, I know, much more in
Mr. MacAulay's mathematics than Prof. Tait has yet fathomed.
For my own part, I like to translate it into vectors, not merely
because it is then in a form I am used to, and is plainer, but also
in the previous

because the true inwardness of these processes involving linear
operators is properly exhibited by the dyadical way of viewing them
in conjunction with vectors, without the forced and unnatural
amalgamation with quaternions, and the attendant obscurities.
This seems to me to be particularly true in physical applications.
I should not be writing this note were it not for the misconception*
that Prof. Tait indulges in about what he does not know, viz., vector
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At the same time, to avoid possible

algebra apart from quaternions.

misunderstanding, I disclaim any hostility to Mr. MacAulay's
quaternionic innovations, although I must agree with Prof. Tait as
to the "singular uncouthness" of some of his expressions in their
present form. I hope he may be able to see his way to do his work
vectorially. It will be more amenable to innovations, I think, without mental wrenches. At any rate he is a reformer, and not afraid
to innovate

when he

thinks

fit.

The Teaching

of Mathematics.

[Nature, October
§ 540. Prof.

4,

1900

;

me

John Perry has asked

p. 648.]

to write

something in

criticism of the views he has lately expressed about the teaching of

mathematics. I am inclined to ask, What is the use ? He knows
my views pretty well, and others too and those who don't can
That is ihe best
learn them if they want to by buying my books.
way, as it brings in one-and-threepences, and so does some good. I
think there is a great deal to be said on both sides, and that if you
are a born logic- chopper you will think differently from Faraday.
The subject is too large, and I will only offer a few remarks about
the teaching of geometry, based upon my own experience and observations.
Euclid is the worst. It is shocking that young people
should be addling their brains over mere logical subt eties, trying
to understand the proof of one obvious fact in terms of something
;

equally, or,

it

may

be, not quite so obvious,

and conceiving a pro-

found dislike for mathematics, when they might be learning
geometry, a most important fundamental subject, which can be
made very interesting and instructive. I hold the view that it is
essentially an experimental science, like any other, and should be
taught observationally, descriptively and experimentally in the first
place.
The teaching should be a natural continuation of that
education in geometry which every child undergoes by contact with
his surroundings, only, of course,

made

definite

and purposeful.

It

should be a teaching of the broad facts of geometry as they really
exist, so as to impart an all-round knowledge of the subject.
It
should be Solid as well as Plane the sphere and cube, &c., as well
as the usual circle and square models, sections, diagrams, compasses, rulers, &c., every aid that is useful and practical should be
given. And it should be qnantitative as well.
The value of tt
should be measured ; it may be done to a high degree of accuracy.
So with the area of the circle, ellipse and all sorts of other things.
;

;

The famous
"will

47th.

The boy who

have grasped the
VOL.

III.

measures and finds it true
than by a logical demonstration

really

fact far better

L L
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without adequate experimental knowledge
for it happens that
boys, who are generally very stupid in abstract ideas, learn a demonstration without knowing what it is all about in an intelligent
manner. It may be said by logicians that you do not prove anything in this way. I differ. It might equally well be said that
.you prove nothing by any physical measurements. You have really
What a so-called rigorous proof
|) oved the most important part.
amounts to is only this, that by limitation and substitution, arguing
about abstract perfect circles, &e., replacing the practical ones, you
can be as precise as you please. Now when a boy has learnt
geometry, and has become competent to reason about its connec;

he may pass on to the theory of the subject. Even then it
should not be in Euclidean style let the invaluable assistance of
arithmetic and algebra b3 invoked, and the most useful idea of the

tions,

;

vector be

made prominent.

I feel quite certain that I

this question of the teiching of

am

right in

geometry, having gone through

it

where I made the closest observations on the effect of
Euclid upon the rest of them. It was a sad farce, though conducted
by a conscientious, hardworking teacher. Two Of three followed,
and were made temporarily into conceited logic-choppers, contradicting their parents the effect upon most of the rest was disheartening and demoralising. I also feel quite certain about the
experiential and experimental basis of space geometry, though that
at school,

;

opinion has been of slow growth.

If I understand

them

rightly, it

generally believed by mathematicians that geometry is preexistent in the human mind, and that all we do is to look at nature
and observe an approximate resemblance to the properties of the
You might assert the same pre-existence of dynamic*
ideal space.

is

I think

or chemistry.
of ideas.

It

seems

limited sense

;

to

it is

me

that since

a complete reversal of the natural o.der

that geometry

we

is

only pre-existent in this

are the children of

many

fathers and

mothers, all of whom grew up and developed their minds (so far as
they went) in contact with nature, of which they were a part, so out
brains have

grown

to suit.

geometry naturally and

So the child takes in the

easily.

The experience

facts of space

of past generations

acquisition of present experience easier, and so it comes
about that we cannot help seeing it. But it is all experience, after
although learned philosophers, by long, long thinking over the
all
theory of groups and other abstruse high developments, may perhaps come to what I think is a sort of self-deception, and think
that their geometry is pre-existent in themselves, whilst nature's
Like the old Indian pundit, whose name was
is only a bad copy.
something like Bhatravistra, who, after fifty years inward contemplation, discovered God- where it would not be poHte to

makes the
;

—

mention.

—

•
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Mathematics.

Contribution to the Discussion

on Prof. Perry's Address.]
541. I have read your Address.

do not doubt that in matters
points of divergence might
arise between us.
For example,
not think so much of the
slida-rule as you do. And, as regards squared paper, what I object
to iss that the lines are not equidistant, and that is an offence to the
artistic eye, besides introducing visible error. But these and similar
matters are trifles in view of the most important object you are
aiming at. It is fortunate that we possess an educational reformer
Iwho is so earnest, enthusiastic, and persistent, and I hope you will
§

of detail, in practical apphcation,

meet with your reward

in

:So far as I can see, there

I

many
1 may

some substantial
is

realisation of your ideas.

a large body of educationalists in fair

'agreement with you at present.
isolated would-be reformers.

There have been,

What

is,

for long past,

I suppose, the principal

the stupid old Toryism of the leading Universities,
But even that has partly given way. If it is any satisfaction to
you to be told what you know, I beg to say that I very much
difficulty, is

^approve the general spirit of your Address.

1

agree entirely that

^mathematical works for the instruction of boys, sometimes includ!ing big boys, maybe up to 25 years of age, are generally written on
wrong principles. Boys are not philosophers and logicians. Boys
are usually exceedingly stupid in anything requiring concentrated
ireasoning.
It is not in the nature of their soft brains that they
,

I

should take kindly to EucHd and other stuff of that logic chopping
But they usually possess another source of mental ability

—

kind.

—

namely, the ready acquisition of new facts and ideas and that is
what should be taken advantage of. They have also the power of
learning to work processes, long before their brains have acquired
the power of understanding (more or less) the scholastic logic of
iwhat they are doing. I have known boys of 14 extract cubes, fourth
and fifth roots of numbers, to several places of decimals, easily. I
am sure most of them would never live to understand the reason
iwhy, if they studied for a thousand years. Now, the prevalent
idea of mathematical works is that you must understand the reason
why first, before you proceed to practice. This is fudge and fiddleI speak with confidence in this matter, not merely from
sticks.
experience as a boy myself, and from knowledge of other boys, but
as a grown man who has had some practice in applications of matheI know mathematical processes, that I have used with
matics.
success for a very long time, of which neither I nor any one else
I have grown into them, and so
understands the scholastic logic
understand them that way. Facts are facts, even though you do
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not see your v/ay to a complete theory of them. And no complete
theory is possible. There is always something wanting, no matter

bow

people

lof^ical

The

may

protend.

theory and practice in mathomatics just as in
everything else. A man may bo a good musician, by practice, and
yet know nothing about the theory of music.
He may arrive at

I

fact

is,

there

he may
no exception.

that, or
is

is

The same applies all round, and mathematics
The theory of mathematics is very important, but

not.

it is not the same thing as its practice, and the important matter
here in relation to young persons is that the practice should come

may gradually lead to some understanding
which may be studied later on in a rigorous manner,
the developing boy should be mentally tit for close reasoning.
Then

first.

familiarity

of the theery,
if

.This

is

particularly true, I think, in geometry. It should be entirely

and experimental at first, a natural continuation of
everyday education acquired through the senses.
And even
•when you do come to the theory, you shoi^.ld put aside all oldToryish ideas, and logical tricks and puzzles, and let the boy work
•ofeservational

ithe

more

practically with the assistance of a7it}iinetic

and algebra.

Now the
^theory.

majority of British boys are not fit for any sort of logical
It is mere waste of time forcing them through Euclid, jast

of time forcing Latin into them.
The little they
soon forgotten, and gladly. What is it done for
I see
nothing but old Toryism in the common arguments.
Did the
Romans and Greeks make their children painfully study [or, feed
their young upon] scraps of ancient dead languages ?
There is so much to learn nowadays, really valuable knowledjfe
of all sorts, that it seems to me a wicked sin to go on in the old
way, with Latin, Greek and Euclid. It takes such a time, involves
And we are living in the
such labour and does so httle good.

«is i% is

waste

il<e*rn is

'?

twentieth century.

The general

inability of

boys to study Euclid profitably

I

why they should
that, when properly

reason

not learn geometry.

Even

is

no

stupid boys can

directed and experimentally assisted.
And
mathematics in general, I think it a very important
assistance to have it taught in conjunction with elementary physics,
That is, geometry' and olhsr natural facts.
As regards clever boys, I agree with you that it will do them
good to go through the same process in the first place.
I do not mean to.
But there
I seem to be running down logic.
There is narrow-minded logic confined within
is logic and logic.
narrow limits, rather conceited, and professing to be very exact,

do

as regards

with absolutely certain premisses. And there is a broader sort of
logic, more common-sensical, wider in its premisses, with less
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more room

human

error,

The Pan-Potential as a Surface -Integral.
practical way of treating potentials

The most

§ 542.

and

for growth.

is

not by

using two sets of triple space- coordinates in triple or sextuple integrals,

but by taking advantage of the symmetry of space, and thereby
reducing the variables to a single one. When this is done, the
elementary solution of (^^— v'-)U = Q, where U is the potential due
to the source Q,

comes out

at

once in the form

U=^a
when

there

is

or

U = PQ.

(1)

a single point source of strength Q.

And

therefore

U = 2 PQ = panQ,
(2)
any distribution of sources. Here P is the potential at distance
or else Q is the density of
r from the point source of strength Q
source x element of volume. The source Q in the integral (2) may
vary with position and time. Proper reckoning of discontinuities
But with a single fixed point source, Q in (1) only
is assumed.
varies with the time. {See p. 167 and p. 256. and p. 388, above for
pan -potential work.)
The form of q in electromagnetics is q'^^i^ + cpXg + np), where
^ = d/dt. So P may be a constant, and then U is an instantaneous
for

;

potential

;

or

when P

contains p,

it

may

be a progressive potential,

without local waste of energy involved or it may be progressive,
with attenuation due to local waste of energy, but without distortion
thereby; or it may be progressive with local waste of energy and
with accompanying distortion, which is of two kinds, since there
«,re two sorts of waste concerned in k and g.
But although P is in
general a differential operator, yet the formulas (I) and (2) may be
regarded functionally as well.
For the functions PI, qPl, ^-'Pl
&C., have all been worked out algebraically, first in my Ele:trical
JPapers, and then in detail in vol. 2 of this work.
So PQ is quite
;

definite.

Now,
and

(2)

as usual,

it

is

a

homogeneous medium that

should include the sources over

all

space.

is

considered,

We may

how-

ever represent U by a surface integration partly.
Thus, divide
space into two regions, one bounded by a closed surface, the other
the rest of space. Then we may say, if Qj is the internal and Q2
the external Q,

U,=Uii + Ui2,

U2=U2i + U22,

(3)

Uiiis the inside U due to Qi, and Uja the inside U due to Q2; and
also U21 is the outside U due to Q,, and U.,^ the outside U due to Q^.
Now in (3), in the reckoning of Ui inside, we may abolish U,2 and

if

substitute an integration over the boundary.

Calling the last w,2,
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precisely that due to the outside sources.

is zero.

And

in the reckoning of

Ug

outside,

Its-

we may

abolish Ugi and substitute a surface integral over the boundary, say
1^8 outside value is the

2*21.

same

as that of the inside sources^

Its inside value is zero.

To prove

let

;

w=2 N(UvP-PvU)Q
N

(4>

We

represent the boundary integral,
being the unit normal.
may
apply the Divergence Theorem to this in two ways, inside and out-

Doing

side.

this vectorially, tirst inside, then outside,

^;in)=Ui2=panQ2,

Put V

for

N

in (4).

Then

(4)

we

^.'out)=U2i=panQi.

get
(5).

becomes the equivalent volume-

integral, for the inner or the outer space, according to the direction

of

N taken,

is

the required surface-integral.

and the position

of the observing point.

Therefore (4)
This allows us to ignore inside all
the outside sources, so that U| inside is to be found from the insidesources Qi, and the state of the boundary.
Only the inside region
need be homogeneous now. But the state of the boundary is not
merely the local value of U, but of its local space variation as welL
In the special case ]c=0, g^O, that of ordinary optical theory for
a simple medium {ij.cv'^=i, and v constant), I believe the formula
but I only go by memory
(4) or an equivalent is due to Kirchhoff
of a reference to him. An equivalent formula in which the surface
is a sphere, and the observing point its centre was given by Poisson»
very long ago. I prefer the form (4) for analytical and vectorial
;

convenience.
It is

only necessary to consider a single point source and the

equivalent integral, for ease of treatment.

may

The

last article in vol. 1^

although it refers to the instantaneous potential, the results may be extended. Eqn. (24) there;
Elec. Fa.,

be referred to;

represents (4) here.
In the above, the sources are limited in space. But they may
also be limited in time. For if we specify Q only from the moment
t=0, the whole previous action of Q is represented by its result at

that

moment.

That

is,

U may be
This presents

the initial state of the function

given, instead of the function

Q

for all past time.

nothing new.

Limitations on Scientific Prediction.
§543.

All

known

disturbances are conveyed either electromagIf the first way, the speed is finite.

netically or gravitationally.

way, it may also be finite, perhaps with the sameSee p. 463, vol. 1, on this matter. Assuming then that all
disturbances are conveyed at finite speed, it follows instantaneously

If the second

value.
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fchat the destruction of this wicked world may come at any moment
without any warning.
There is no possibility of foretelling this
calamity (or blessing, possibly), because the cause thereof cannot
give us any information till it arrives, when it will be too late to
take precautions against destruction. The theological, metaphysical,
legal, moral, and pecuniary consequences of this indeterminateness
of knowledge, however much the state and the laws of nature may
be explored, are tremendous.
But practically I do not think it

makes any difference.
The thief of yesterday
or

fly to

remote lands

We trust by habit, guided
is

by past experience.

a thief to-day, even though he turn pious,

to escape

from entomological associations.

What applies to catastrophes applies of course to smaller events,
down to most minute effects, reckoned by human standards. But
there is no absolute scale of size in nature, and the small may be as
important, or more so, than the great. This brings us to a different
kind of indeterminateness from necessary ignorance, which does not
depend upon the argument employed above
As the universe
is boundless one way, towards the great, so it is equally boundless
the other way, towards the small and important events may arise
;

from what

is

going on in the inside of atoms, and again, in the

inside of electrons.

energy

There

is

no energetic

difficulty.

Large amounts

may

be very condensed by reason of great forces at small
distances.
How electrons are made has not yet been discovered.
From the atom to the electron is a great step, but is not finality.
Living matter is sometimes, perhaps generally, left out of conof

when asserting the well-known proposition that the
course of events in the physical world is determined by its present
state, and by the laws followed. But I do not see how living matter

sideration

fairly left out.
For we do not know where life begins, if it
has a beginning.
There may be and probably is no ultimate
distinction between the living and the dead. But even if there were
a clear separation, the continuous action and reaction going on
between the living and the dead would make it become imperative
to include the living matter.
So determinateness must be applied

can be

to the universe completely,

if

at

all.

But why is the Action and Eeaction principle to be taken as
fundamental ? Because it is always true when proper examination
can be made, and is the guide to fresh knowledge. Besides that,
the untruth of the principle in practice would lead to chaos. Even
the spiritual world, if it exists, must be a part of nature itself.

End

of Vol.

3.
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are
included.
Dimensioned
working drawings of cross-girders, gantries,
consultant and to the designer
jibs, pedestals and superstructures characterise the section on the structural part of cranes, as also do
the typical specifications of work of the highest class. The question of the power required to drive
cranes and crane mechanisms is considered in detail, and several examples are worked out. Special
attention is given to mechanical equipment, and a large number of constants and design coefficients
are included. The design, construction and arrangem.ent of mechanical brakes also receive adequate
treatment. Considerable space is devoted to overhead cranes, to gantry cranes and to jib cranes, and
The many special cranes and crane systems
the examples selected represent the most recent practice
used in shipyards and in steelworks are described in detail, and the drawings of the British, German and
American built cranes will be invaluable to designers, constructors and users.
There are 15 Chapters, and the following is a sjTiopsis of the Contents Chapter I., Introductory
Chapter II., Electric Equipment Chapter 111.. Structural Steelwork Chapter IV., Power required to

NOW

—Chapter

—

—

—

:

Mechanical Equipment Chapter VI., Crane Arrangements—Chapter VII.,
Arrangement of Crane Mechanisms Chapter VIII., Design of Crane Mechanisms Chapter IX.,
Overhead Travelling Cranes and Gantry Cranes Chapter X., Jib Cranes—Chapter XI., Building Slip
Equipments Chapter XI 1., Fitting-out Basin Cranes Chapter XIII., Steelworks Cranes Chapter
XIV., Specifications Chapter XV., Properties of Sections and Conductors.

Drive Cranes

—

V.,

—

—

—

Carter— MOTIVE

—

—

—

POWER AND GEARING FOR ELECTRICAL

MACHINERY: A Treatise

on the Theory and Practice of the Mechanical Equipment
Stations for Electric Supply, and for Electric Traction. By the late E. Tremlett
Carter, C.E., M.l.E.E.
650 pages, 200 Illustrations, Scale Drawings and Folding
Plates, and over 80 Tables of Engineering Data.
In one volume. Rsvised by G.
VIES. Price 6s. 6d. nett, post free 7s.
Part I.— Introductory.
Part II.—The Steam Engine. Part III.— Gas and Oil Engines.
Part IV,—Water Power Plant. Part
Gearing.
Part VI.-Typesof PowerStations.
of

Power

THOMAS-DA

V—

Cooper— PRIMARY BATTERIES: THEIR CONSTRUCTION
AND

USE. By W. R. Cooper, M.A. Fully Illustrated. Price los. 6d. nett.
Author's Preface—Extract.— Pr:\mz.Ty Batteries form a subject from which much has been
hoped, and but little realised. But even so, it cannot be said that the advance has been small
and consequently no apology is offered for the present volume, in which the somewhat scattered
literature of the subject has been brought together. Recent years have seen important additions
to the theory of the voltaic cell, and therefore a considerable number of pages have been devoted
to this part of the subject, although it is impossible to do more than give a superficial sketch of
the theory in a volume like the present. With regard to the practical part of the subject, this
volume is not intended to be encyclopa;dic in character the object has been rather to describe
those batteries which are in general use, or of particular theoretical interest. As far as possible,
the Author has drawn on his personal experience, in giving practical results, which, it is hoped,
will add to the usefulness of the book.
Owing toTbe importance of the subject. Standard Cells
have been dealt with at some length. Those cells, however, which are no longer in general use
are not described but recent work is summarised in some detail so as to give a fair idea of our
knowledge up to the present time. It has also been thought ^ell to devote a chapter to Carbon;

;

;

Consuming Cells.

Cooper— 5"^^ ''THE ELECTRICIAN" PRIMERS, page
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Dawson— ELECTRIC TRACTION ON RAILWAYS.

By

Philip

Dawson, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E., author of "Electric Tramways and Railways," and
"The Engineering and Electric Traction Pocket Book." i.ooo pages, over 600 illustrations (nearly all original); royal 8vo. Handsomely bound. Price 25s, nett, postage 6d.
U.K.,

IS. 4a.

abroad.

This book deals entirely with the application of electric traction to railways, as distinguished
from tramways. All the calculations necessary to determine the size and t5?pe of motor required
under any given circumstances are carefully gone into, and are such as are used in actual practice.
The important question of the calculation of motor-driven axles is also considered in detail, and
a complete example worked out. The impedance of single-phase lines equipped with overhead
conductors is carefully gone into, and actual examples given to show how any quantity can be
ascertained beforehand for any given system. The question of the calculation and construction
of catenary suspension for single-phase railways is fully worked out, and examples of different
forms of construction given. An easy, simple and elementary theory of the single-phase motor
has been specially prepared for this book, so as to explain, as clearly and simply as possible, the
principles involved in its construction and operation. Special attention is given to practical
examples in connection with the construction of trucks and car bodies. Multiple unit control,
both for continuous and alternating currents, is fully gone into, and diagrams for all the most

important constructions are given, as well as illustrations of special details. Careful attention
given to theoretical and practical considerations in connection with the design and construction
of third rail, and all the most important methods hitherto adopted are amply described and fully
illustrated.
chapter is devoted to electric locomotives, both continuous and alternating
current, designed for all classes of service, and this chapter is very fully illustrated with examples
of work actually carried out. A limited amount of space is devoted to the most important and
general features connected with the design and construction of power stations and sub-stations,
and general details. To the subject of accumulator traction for railways all necessary space has
been accorded. Considerable attention is given to financial details and estimates as regards
working costs, maintenance costs, and all the numerous financial details required for the
successful operation of the electrified line. The work has been prepared on the basis that the
reader is acquainted with the principles underljang electrical engineering data as well as with
the principles of railway construction and apparatus, and the book is intended to supply that
special knowledge, both practical and theoretical, which is essential to every engineer who has
either to equip or operate electric railways.
is
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Dick and Fernie— ELECTRIC MAINS

AND DISTRIBUTING

SYSTEMS. By

J. R. Dick, B.Sc, M.I.E.E., and F. Fernie, A.M.I.C.E., A M.I.E.E.
Fully illustrated. Price los. 6d. nett.
The authors have dealt with the subject in such a way that engineers and designers of under^ound
cable systems v*all have available, in a convenient form for reference, sufficieit information.
It is also
hoped that the book will prove helpful to students, as well as to engineers and contractors, whose require
ments, especially from the point of viev/ of design, have been primarily considered.

CONTENTS.
Part I., The Design of Gable Systems and the Calculation of Conductors.
;
Chapter I,, Introductory | Principles of Network Design—Chapter II., Calculation of Distributors
Chapter III., Association of Distributors and Feeders Chanter IV., Design of Feeders—Chapter V.,
Special Types and Arrangements of Feeders—Chapter VI., Heating of Cables Chapter VII*,
Network Analysis—Chapter VIII., Power Networks—Chapter IX., Three-Phase Networks—Chapter
X., Alternating and Polyphase Networks Chapter XL, Abnormal Pressure Rises on H.-T. Alternating Circuits.—Chapter XII., E.H.T. and H.T. Systems, Supply in Bulk.
Part II., The Installation and Maintenance of Cables and Cable Systems.
Chapter I., Construction and Properties of Cables—Chapter II., Testing of Cables—Chapter III.,
Electrolysis on Underground Systems—Chapter IV., Electric Osmose on Underground SystemsChapter v.. Causes of Faults, Measures for Preventing them—Chapter VI., Cable Ducts and TroughsChapter VII., Choice of Cables and Methods of Laying Chapter VIII., Laying of Cables and DuctsChapter IX., Records of Mains and Allocation of Costs—Chapter X., Earthing, Locating Eartlis and
Earth Indicators Chapter XL, Cable and Jointing Accessories—Chapter XI L, Joints, Boxes, Disconnecting Boxes and Hilars Chapter XI I L, Costs of Cables and Installation of Cables.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Down— ''THE ELECTRICIAN" HANDY COPPER WIRE

TABLES AND FORMULA FOR EVERYDAY USE IN FACTORIES AND
WORKSHOPS. By P. B. Down, Wh.Ex., A.M.I.M.E. Price 2s. 6d. nett.

Eck— LIGHT, RADIATION AND ILLUMINATION.

From

the

German

of Paul Hogner. Translated by Justus Eck, M. A., M.I.E.E., &c. Fully IllusPrice 6s. nett. Noiv Ready.
The important subject of Light, Radiation and Illumination is dealt with by Mr. Hogner
in a very complete way, and the student, as well as the engineer and manufacturer, will fiud Mr.
Eck's translation of Mr. Hogner's excellent scientific and literary work of the greatest value in
connection with this subject. Both author and translator have made the subject their special
study for many years.
trated.

''THE ELECTRICIAN" WIREMAN'S POCKET BOOK AND
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR'S HANDBOOK-Se^ ROBINSON (A. W.) and
WARRILOW (W. E.), p. 12.
Ewing— MAGNETIC INDUCTION IN IRON AND OTHER
METALS. By Sir J. A. Ewing, F.R.S. 382 pages, 173 Illustrations. Third Edition,
Second Issue. Price los. 6d. nett.
Synopsis of Contents. After an introductory chapter, which attempts to explain the
fundamental ideas and the terminology, an account is given of the methods which are usually

—
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measure the magnetic quality of metals. Examples are then quoted, showing the
results of such measurements for various specimens of iron, steel, nickel and cobalt. A chapter
on Magnetic Hysteresis follows, and then the distinctive features of induction by very weak and
by very strong magnetic forces are separately described, with further description of experimental
methods, and with additional numerical results. The influences of Temperature and ot Stress are
discussed. The conception of the Magnetic Circuit is then explained, and some account is given of
experiments which are bestelucidatedbymakinguseof this essentially modern method of treatment.

employed

to

Fisher and

Darby— STUDENTS' GUIDE TO SUBMARINE
New

CABLE TESTING. By

and Enlarged
H. K. C. Fisher and J. C. H. Darby.
Fully Illustrated. Price 7s. 6d. nett, post free; abroad, 8s.
the practical work ol
this book have, for some years past, been enjjaged
Submarine Cable Testing in the Eastern Extension Telegraph Company's service, and have embodied their experience in a Guide for the use of those in the Telegraph Service who desire to qualify
themselves for the examinations which the Cable Companies have recently instituted. To those
Edition, April, igiS-

m

The authors of

desirous of entering the Cable Service Messrs. Fisher and Darby's book is indispens able, as it
is now necessary for probationers to pass these examinations as part of the qualification for service.
valuable set of Questions and Answers is added to the New and Enlarged Edition.

A

Fleming— ELECTRICAL LABORATORY NOTES AND FORMS.
Arranged and prepared by Prof. J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., &c.
This important Series of Notes and Forms for the use of Students in University and other
Electro-technical Classes has a world-wide reputation, and many thousands of copies have been
sold. From time to time, as considered desirable, the Notes and Forms have been corrected or
re-written, but the original divisions of the foity Forms into " Elementary" and "Advanced"
has hitherto been observed. At the same time it is realised that tlie time has come for additions
to be made to the original Set, and Dr. Fleming has written 'len Additional Notes and Forms
(Nos. 41 to so). It should be remembered that the numerical order observed in the above list has
no relation to the difficulty or class sequence of the exercise, but is simply a reference number for
convenience. The Subjects of the additional Notes and Forms are :—
Subject
Subject.
No.
No.
The Standardization of an Ammeter by
26.
The Exploration of Magnetic Fields.
the Potentiometer.
The Magnetic Field of a Circular Current
The Determination of the Magnetic ler
The Standardization of a Tangent Galvameability of a Sample of Iron.
nometer by the Water Voltameter.

Ihe Measurenicntof

Electrical Resistance

by the Divided Wire
The Calibration of the

28.

Bridge.
Ballistic

Ammeter.

meter.

The Determination

The

Delineation of Alternating Current
Curves.
The Efficiency Test of a Transformer.
The Efficiency Test of an Alternator.
The Photometric J-.xamination of an Arc

of Magnetic Field

Strength.

Experiments with

Standard

^lagnetic

Fields

The Determination of the ^Magnetic Field
in the Air Gap of an Electromagnet.
The Determination of Resistance with the
Post Office Pattern Wheatstone Bridge.
The Determination of Potential Difference by the Potentiometer.
The Measurement of a Current by the

Lamp.

The Measurement of Insulation and High
Resi.- tance.

35.

Secondary

25.

of

a

39.

Magnetic Hysteresis

The Determination of the

The Hopkinson.Test of a Pair of Dynamos.
Determination of Dynamo Efficiency by
Routin's Method.
Separation ot Hysteresis and Eddy Current Losses, in Continuous-Current

Dynamo

Armatures.

ner's) Method.
Measurement of the Efficiency and
Power Factor of a Polyphase Induction Motor by tbe Wattmeter
Method.

The

ances.
The Standardization of an Ammeter by
("opper Deposit.
The Standardization of a Voltmeter by
the Potentiometer.

I>oss.

of the Capacity of a

Efficiency Test of Two Equal Transformers by the Differential (Sump-

Efficiency of an

Electromotor by the Brake Method.
Efficiency Test of a Combined
Motor-Generator Plant.
Test of a Gas Engine and Dynamo Plant.
The Determination of the Electrical Resistivity of a Sample of Metallic Wire.
The M easurement of Low Resistances by
the Potentiometer.
The Measurement of Armature Resist-

The Determination
Concentric Cable.

40.
41.

Method.

24.

Test

A

Report on a Primary Battery.
Standardization of a Voltmeter by
the Potentiometer.
Photometric Examination of an Incandescent Lamp.
The Determination of the Absorptive
Powers of Semi- Fransparent Screens.
The Determination of the Reflective
Power of Various Surfaces.
The Determination of the Electrical Efficiency of an Electromotor by the Cradle

23-

Efficiency

liattery.

The
The

The

Potentiometer.

19.

The Complete

Calibiati ju of Electric jNIeters.
3G.
Delineation of Hysteresis Curves ol
37..
Iron.
The Examination of a Sample of Iron for
38.

A Complete

18.

Standardization of a High Tension
Voltmeter.
t f an Alternate Current

The

The Examination

Galvano-

46.

Determination of the Characteristic
Curves of Dynamo Machines.
The Absolute Measurement of Capacity.

47.
48.
49.
50.

The Measurement of Inductances.
The Test of a Rotary Converter,
The Parallelisation of Alternators.
The Examination of an Alternating-

Current Motor.
These "Electrical Laboratory Notes and Forms" have been prepared to assist Teachers,
Demonstrators and Students in Electrical Laboratories, and to enable the Teacher to economise
time. They now consist of a series of 50 Exercises in Practical Electrical Measurements and
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For each of theseExetcises r iour-page Report Sheet has been prepared, two and sometimes more pages of which are occupied with a condensed account of the theory and practical instructions for performing the particular Experiment, the other pages being ruled up in lettered
columns, to be filled in by the Student with the observed and calculated quantities. These
Exercises are perfectly general, and can be put into practice in any Laboratory.
Testing^.

Each Form is supplied either singly at 4d. nett, or at 3s. 6d. per dozen nett (assorted or
otherwise as required); in Sets of any Three at is. nett or the Complete Set of 50 Exercises,
price I2S. 6d. nett, or in a handy Portfolio, 14s, nett, or bound in strong Cloth Case, price 15s. nett,
Spare Tabulated Sheets for Observations, price id. each nett. Strong Portfolios can also be
supplied, price is. 6d. each. The best quality Foolscap Sectional Paper for Drawings {i6in. by
ijin.) can be supplied, price gd. per dozen sheets nett.
;

A Sample Copy of any one of the Notes and Forms will be sent post free to any Teaching
Establishment, or to the Professor or Demonstrator of a Class for Electro-Technology. A complete
Prospectus will also be sent post free on application.

Fleming—THE ALTERNATE CURRENT TRANSFORMER
THEORY AND

PRACTICE. By Prof. J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.,
IN
More than 600 pages and 213 illustrations, 12s. 6d. post free; abroad, 13s
Vol. I.
Vol. II. Third issue. Mote than 600 pages and over 300 illustrations, 12s. 6d. post
free abroad, 13s.
Since the first edition of this Treatise was published, the study of the properties and applications of alternating electric currents has made enormous progress. .
;
The Author has,
accordingly, rewritten the greater part of the chapters, and availed himself of various criticisms,
with the desire of removing mistakes and remedying defects of treatment. In the hope that this
will be found to render the book still useful to the increasing numbers of those who are practically
engaged in alternating-current work, he has sought, as far as possible, to avoid academic methods
and keep in touch with the necessities of the student who has to deal with the subject not ks a
basis for mathematical gymnastics but with the object of acquiring practically useful knowledge.
;

.

.

Fleming—A HANDBOOK FOR THE ELECTRICAL LABORA^
TORY AND TESTING ROOM
Vol.

I.,

By Dr.

price 12s. 6d, nett, post free 13s.

J.

A. Fleming, M.A., F.R.S., M.R.I

,

8cc

Vol. II., 14s. nett.

This Handbook has been written especially to meet the requirements of Electrical
Engineers in Supply Stations, Electrical Factories and Testing Rooms. The Book consists of a
serie? of Chapters each describing the most approved and practical methods of conducting some
one class of Electrical Measurements, such as those of Resistance,^lectromotive Force, Current,
Power, &c., &c. It does not contain merely an indiscriminate collection ot Physical Laboratory,
The Author has brought to
processes without regard to suitability for Engineering AVork.
its compilation a long practical experience of the methods described, and it will be found to be a
digest of the best experience in Electrical Testing. The Volumes contain a useful Chapter on
the Equipment of Electrical Laboratories and numerous Tables of Electrical Data.
Synopsis of Contents.
•

Vol

,,

„

voL n.

I.

— Equipment of an Electrical Testing Room.
II. — The ^Measurement of Electrical
Resistance.
Measurement ot Electric
III. — The

Chapter

I.

„

„

„

JV.— The Measurement ofE.M.F.

—TheMeasureraentofElectricPower.
Fleming— HERTZIAN WAVE

I.

Electric

Capacity

and Inductance.
„

Current.

„

—The Measurement of
Quantity and Energy.
II. — The Measurement of

Chapter

,,

III.— Photometry.
IV.— Magnetic and Iron Testing.
V. Dynamo, Motor and Transformer

—

V.

Testing.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY-

A

Reprint of a series of articles in the " Popular Science Monthly," based upon Dr*
Fleming's Cantor Lectures before the Society of Arts, 1903. By Dr. J. A. Fleming,
F.R.S. 108 large 8vo. pages, fully illustrated. 3s. 6d. nett.

Fleming— ELECTRIC LAMPS AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
By Prof. J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. Second Edition.
trated, handsomely bound, on good paper, price 6s. nett.

Very

fully illus-

Fleming—THE CENTENARY OF THE ELECTRIC CURRENT.
1799— 1899. By Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S. With Illustrations of early apparatus and
interesting Chronological Notes. In neat paper covers is. nett, post free is. 3d.

Fleming— THE ELECTRONIC .THEORY OF ELECTRICITY.
By

Prof. J. A. Fleming,

M.A., D.Sc, F.R..S.

Price

is.

6d. post free.

Fynn—THE CLASSIFICATION OF ALTERNATE CURRENT
MOTORS. By V. A. Fynn, M.I.E.E, Fully
Geipel and Kilgour— A POCKET-BOOK OF ELECTRICAL
Illustrated.

3s. nett.

ENGINEERING FORMULA.

&c. By W. Geipel and H. Kilgour. 800 pages. 7s. 6d.
home or abroad, 7s. qd.
the extension of all branches of Electrical Engineering (and particularly the heavier
branches), the need of a publication of the Pocket-Book style dealing practically therewith
increases for while there are many such books referring to Mechanical Engineering, and several
dealing almost exclusively with the lighter branches of electrical work, none of these suffice for the
Eurposes of the numerous body of Electrical Engineers engaged in the application of electricity to
ignting. Traction, Transmission of Power, Metallurgy, and Chemical Manufacturing.
nett; post free at

With
;
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"THE ELECTRICIAN" PRIMERS
Edited by Mr. W.
Each Primer

complete

is

R.

in itself

COOPER,

and gives a

M.A., B.Sc, M.I.E.E.

clear insight into the subject dealt with.

There are, in all, over 80 Primers in this Collection. The complete set comprises over 1,000 paSOS•
and (approximately) 550 illustrations, the greater portion specially drawn and made for these vol
umes, and consequently Copyright. Following is a list of the subjects dealt with :—

THEORY

Vol.

Vol.

(25
I.
Prime} s.) Price 3s. 6d. nett.
(.'^or price of Single Copies

(S)

—

and

6.

Primary Batteries

7.

A.rrangement of Batteries

(4)

..

..

(7)

.,

(3)

Electrolysi.i

Secondary Batteries
.
Alternating Currents
.
Lines of Force
13. Masrnetism and tbo Magnetic
..
ftopertiea of Iron ..
18, Qalvanoraeters
U. Electrical Measuring Instru9.

. .

10.
11.

. .

.

.

ments

Alternating Current)
Induction Coil
..
..

17.

The

18.
19.

Condensers

24.

(4)

25.
26.

(11)

27.
28.
29.

(15)
(19)

.

.

.

Thermopiles
Arithmetic of Electricity
Constants and Tables .

. .
. .

.

. .

Management

of

Dynamos and

Machinery .^ .,..
Electric Wires and Cables
Underijround Mains

30.
31.
32.
33.
(3)
34.
(6)
35.
(4) 36.
(— 37.
3) 88.
(2)
(4)

In addition to over Eiahty
Primers comprised in the three

upon

all

carefully

39,

.

{25 Primers.)
(8)

(12)
(12)

..

..

(2)
(5)

Tramway

Traction by

48.
49.
50.
51.

62.

64.
65.
66.
(17)

(§>

,(7)
..

(9)

67.

(3)

Apparatus
Telegraph
Automatic
(Wheatslone Transmittei', Auto.
Curb Transmission, Auto. Trans*
..
(H)
mission for Submarine Cal)le8)
Cable Stations General Working and
..
..
(23
Electrical Adjustments
Laying, Jointing and Repair of Sub(ID
marine Cables
..
..
(1)
Testing Submarine Cables
:

Testing Land Lines
Aerial Telegraph Line Constyuctlon
and Jointing
Wireless Telegraphy

of Electricity

(1)

(3)
(9)

Telephony:—
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

The Telephone
Telephone Sets
Telephone Exchanges
Telephone Lines
Electric Bell Fitting

(5)

(7)
(10)
(9)

and

Internal

Telephone Wiring
Gene-

Gas and Oil Engines
Producer Plant
Comparative Advantages of Steam
and Producer Gas for Power

(lOf

..

Multiplex

61.

63.

Electric Lifts..

Steam Engines
~ lie
Steam Boilers
The Equipment
rating Stations

52.
53.
54.

58.
59,

(5)

ACCUMULA-

Electric Railways— Surbui-ban Lines
Electric Automobiles
Electric Ignition

of

Wireless

.

Technical

Terms and

Duplex
Double-Current Working
Diplex and Quadruplex

"

selected subjects of both scienIncandescent Lamps
tific and
industrial interest,
Arc Lamps
each volume contains an ample U.
45. Street Lighting
Glossary of Electro 46. House ring for Electric Light
Driving in Factories and
>Vords, 47. Electric
Electric Cranes
Phrases,

to aid the Student, Artisan and
General Reader in his comprc'
hension of the subjects dealt
with. Each individual Primer
is followed by a List of Suitable
Books, &c., to be consulted
where the study of any particular subject is desired to be
extended.

Elements

57

(22)

(17)

Land, Submnriiie aod

56.

(7)

(12)

toes
40,
41,
42.
43.

Telegraphy :—

(2)

Elec-

Switchboards
Switchboard Devices
Systems of Elec. Distribution
Electric Transmission of Power
Tramway Traction by Tbollky
Tramway Traction by CONDUIX
Tramway Traction by SUBFACK Con-

tact

volumes,

ELECTRICITY.

Dviiamos and Direct Current Motors
Alternators and Alternate Current
Motors
..
Transformers and Converters..
.
Testing Electrical Machinery
tric

(2)

Influence Machines
.
20. Itontgen Rays & Radiography
21. Lightning Protectors ..
..

{For price

111. Pfice 4s. ed. nett.

of Single Copies see below.)

(9)

(U)

..

Vol,

{31 Primers.)

(4)

Cur-

tent)
16a. Ditto

22.
23.

(1)
(10)

(17)

16. Electrical Measuremj-nts
16. Electricity Meters .Direct

{For Price of

TELEGRAPHY,
ELECTRIC TRACTION,
TELEPHONY,
ELECTRIC LIGHTING and ELECTROLYSIS and
MISCELLANEOUS
ELECTRIC POWER
APPLICATIONS OF

(—
(—

Law

Price 6s. nett.

Single Copies see below.)

see below.)
1. P:£feot8 of an Electric Current
2. Condnctors and Insulators , .
3. Ohm'8
4. Electrical Units
their Ub> s
. .
6. Curves

II.

(4)
(14)

(11)

Is

Mlacellaaeous :—
73. Electric Heating & CookiuK
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.

a8>

.

Electric "Welding
Electric Furnic'es

(4)

(3

Electro-Deposition
Industrial Electrolysis

(2

m

..

Production
Photo Engraving
(—
55. Designing and Estimating for Small
Electric Clocks
Installations
(—
Block Signalling on Railways.
{The figures in 'parentheses indicate the number of Illustrations.)

(8)

(14)
(7!

Price 3cl. each, post free. Six copies of any one Primer post free for Is. 2d., 12 copies 28., 25 copies 4a.>
50 copies 7s. 6tt., 100 copies 14s. Or 50 copies of the Primers assorted (not less than 6 of any one
Primer) for 9s.; or 100 copies of the Primers assorted (not less than 12 of any Primer) for 16s. 6d/

Larger numbers by arrangement.
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Gerhardi— ELECTRICITY METERS, THEIR CONSTRUCTION
AND MANAGE^MENT. A Practical JNIanual for Central Station Engineers, Distributing Engineers, and Students. By C. H. W. Gerhardi. 8vo. Fully illustrated, gs. nett.
The Author of this valuable Practical Manual on the Management of Electricity Meters
many years' experience with Electricity Meters as chief ot the Testing Department of the

has had

largest electricity supply undertaking in the United Kingdom. Mr. Gerhardi's intimate acquai* tancewith the working of all existing meters on the market, and with the details of their construction, is a guarantee that the book will meet the requirements of those engaged in work in which the
Electricity jMeter forms an essential part.

Goldschmidt— ALTERNATING
MOTORS. By Dr.

CURRENT COMMUTATOR

Over 600 pages. Fully Illustrated. 6s. 6d. nett.
This work is divided into two parts. The first consists of a series of articles on Commutator Motors
which have been reprinted from The Electrician and revised and expanded by the author. The second
part is also made up of articles which gives the result of the author's experience on the Leakage of
Induction Motors. The Treatise contains many Tables and Curves intended for the handy use of the
Ing. R. Goldschmidt.

designer of Induction Motors.

Gore— THE ART OF ELECTROLYTIC SEPARATION OF
METALS. By Dr. George Gore. Over 300 pages, 106 illustrations. Price los. 6d. post free.
Dr. Gore's work is of the utmost service in connection with all classes of electrolytic work connected with the refining of metals. The book contains both the science and the art of the subject
(both the theoretical principles uoon which the art is based and the practical rules and details of technical application on a coroKiercial scale), so that it is suitable for both students and manufacturers.

Gore—ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY.

By

Price

Dr. G. Gore.

2S.

the time when this book first appeared no separate treatise on Electro-Chemistry
existed in the English language, and Dr. Gore has collected together a mass of useful information,
arranged inconsecutive order,and giving brief descriptions of the laws and general principles
which underlie Electro-Chemistry.

At

THEORY OF ALTERNATE CURRENT

Hall— ELEMENTARY
WORKING. By Capt,.G.

L. Hall, R,E.

New

Ready.

Fully Illustrated.

Price3s.6d.net.

Contents.
Chap. II., Inductance
Chap. III., Capacity; Cha p.IV,,
Resonance'.; Chap. V., Power Measurement ; Chap. VI., Polyphase Systems; VII.. Transformers ;
Chap. VIII., Generators) Chap. IX., Synchronous Motors; Chap. X., Induction Motors ; Chap,

Chap.

XI.,

I.,

Alternating Currents

|

;

Commutator Motors.

Hansard—TRAMWAY TRACTIVE EFFORT AND POWER
DIAGRAM. By A.G. Hansard.
post free
tube 3s.,mounted on linen,
post frecj
Hawkins—THE THEORY OF COMMUTATION. By C. C.
Hawkins, M.A., M.I.E.E. Paper covers.
6d. nett.
Heather— ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING FOR MECHANICAL
2s. 6d.,

in

5s.,

2s.

AND MINING ENGINEERS.

By H.

J. S. Heather, B.A,, M.I.C.E., M.LE.E.
No'd' Ready,
gs. nett, po.st free 0/6.
basis of the present v/ork is a series of 20 Lectures prepared for and delivered to the resident
mechanical engineers of the mines of the Witwatersrand, South Africa. The matter of the Lectures
has been carefully revised and amplified by the author, so that the book should prove very useful, not
only to Resident Engineers and Managers of Mines, but to Mechanical Engineers generally and all
who are engaged in the Care and Management of Electrical and Mining Plant and Machinery.
Synopsis of Lectures.
1., The Electric Circuit, Continuous Currents ;
II., Resistance | III. and
IV., Alternating Currents ; V., Recapitulation of First Four Lectures ; VI., Electrical Measurements |
VII. and VIII., Continuous-current Dynamos ; IX., Continuous-current Motors and Parallel Running
of Dynamos I X. and XL, Alternating-current Generators; XII., Synchronous Motors and Parallel
Running of Alternators } XI II. and XIV., Transformers ; XV. and XVI., Polyphase Systems ; XVI I..
Polyphase Transformations; XVIll. and XIX., Induction Motorsi XX., The Effects of Running
Under Abnormal Conditions.

356 pages, 183 illustrations.

The

—

Heaviside— ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY.

By Oliver Heavi-

Vol.1. Second issue. Price i2s.6d., post free 13s. Vol. II. Price I2S. 6d. post free
abroad 13s. Vol. ill. Price 21s. nett, post free 21s. 6d, abroad 22s.
Extractfront Pre/ace to Vol. I. This work is something approaching a connected treatise
on electrical theory, though without the strict formality usually associated with a treatise. The
following are some of the leading points in this volume. The first chapter is introductory. The
second consists of an outline scheme of the fundamentals of electromagnetic theory from the
Faraday-Maxwell point of view, with some small modifications and extensions upon Maxwell's
equations. The third chapter is devoted to vector algebra and analysis, in the form used by me
ia former papers. The fourth chapter is devoted to the theory 01 plane electromagnetic waves,
and, being mainly descriptive, may perhaps be read with profit by many who are unable to tackle
ithe mathematical theory comprehensively.
I have included tUe application of the theory (in
duplex form) to straight wires, and also an account of the effects of self-induction and leakage.
Extract from Preface to Vol. II. From one point of view this volume consists essentially
of a detailed development of the raatheraatical theory of the propagation of plane electrotnagnetic waves in conduofiing dielectrics, according to Maxwell's theorj', somewhat extended.
From another point of view, it is the development of the theory of the propagation of waves along
wires. But on account of the important applications, ranging from Atlantic telegraphy, through
ordinary telegraphy and telephony, to Hertzian waves along wires, the Author has usually
preferred to express results in terms of the concrete voltage and current, rather than the speciffl:
electric and magnetic forces belonging to a single tube of flux of energy.
The theory of
.
the latest kind of so-called wireless telegraphy (Lodge, INIarconi, &c.) has been somewhat
side.
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anticipated, since the waves sent up the vertical wire are hemispherical, with their equatorial
bases on the ground or sea, winch they run along in expandjng. {See I 60, Vol. I. ; also 393 ia
this volume.) The author's old predictions relating to skin conduction, and to the possibilities of
long-distance telephony have been abundantly verified in advancing practice; and his old
predictions relating to the behaviour of approximately distortionless circuits have also received
fair support in the quantitative observation of Hertzian waves along wires.
Vol. III. of Mr. Oliver Heaviside's very important work on Electromagnetic Theory is
Ready and it will be found to be a most important addition to the previous volumes. The
opening chapter of Vol. III. deals with " Waves from Moving Sources " and after two appendices
on the Size and Inertia of Electrons and on Vector Analysis, there is a lengthy and very valuable
chapter on "Waves in the Ether," The new volume will provide the means of solving many of
the problems which those engaged in practical electrical industrial operations are called upon to
consider, and it will also be a work of inestimable value to the stientist.
f.

Now

Heaviside— ** ELECTRICAL PAPERS. "

Two

In

By

Volumes.

Oliver Heaviside. Price ;^3 3s. nett. Out of pr inf. Occasionally copies can be supplied.
The first twelve articles of Vol. I. deal mainly with Telegraphy, and the next eight with the
Theory of the Propagation of Variations of Current along Wires. Then follows a series of
Papers relating to Electrical Theory in general.
The contents of Vol, II. include numerous Papers on Electro-Magnetic Induction and its
Propagation, on the Self-Induction of AVires, on Resistance and Conductance Operators and
their Derivatives Inductance and Permittance, on Electro-Magnetic Waves, a general solution
of Maxwell's Electro-Magnetic Equations in a Homogeneous Isotropic Medium, Notes on Nomen*
clature, on the Theory of the Telephone, on H3'steresis, Ligbtning Conductors, &c.
:

Hickman—THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS SLIDE RULE.

By

Dr. H. R. Belcher Hickman. 2S. 6d, nett, in envelope, post free, 2s. gd. In leather case
pust free 3s. 3d.
Dr. lielcher Hickman's Practical Wireless Slide Rule will prove an indispensable companion to all who have calculations to make in connection with Wireless Telegraphy, Telephony
and allied subjects. The Slide Rule has been very, carefully prepared, and has been approved by
several of our leading wireless experts. The fullest directions are provided for using the rule.
3s.,

Houstoun— STUDIES IN LIGHT PRODUCTION.

By

R.

A.

Houstoun, M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc. 5s. nett, post free 5s. Cd. 8vo, Fully illustrated
These studies were written with the purpose of collecting information about the efficiency of
our artificial illuminants as energy transformers, both for the sake of rendering the facts readily accessible and also for information as to the lines future progress is likely to take.
From this standpoint
photometry is not important, and consequently it has not been considered.
The work is composed of twelve chapters, as follows :—Chapter I., The Energy Spectrum
II., The Black Body ; III., Flames; IV., The Welsbach Mantle ; V., The Carbon Glow Lamp i VI.,
The Arc J VII., The Nernst Lamp} VIII., Metal Filament Lamps; IX., The Mercury Arc | X.,
The Light of the Future ; XI., On the Absolute Mea-urem-^nt of Light A Proposal for an Ultimate
Light Standard ; XII., On Apparatus and Expsnmeatal Methods.
:

MAKING FOR ALL ELECTRICAL PUR-

Jehl— CARBON

POSES. Hy Francis Jehl. Fully illustrated. Price 10s. 6d. post free.
This work gives a concise account of the process of making High Grade and other
Carbon for Electric Lighting, Electrolytic, and all other electrical purposes.
Contents.
Chapter IX.

CUapter I.— Physical Properties of Carbon.
II.—Historical Notes.
„
III.— Facts concerning Carbon.
„

IV.— The Modern
„
n

VI.— A "New" Raw Material.
VII,— Gas Gen<^rators.

,,

i

„ VIII.—The Furnace.

1

„
„
„

HighTempera-

of

[tures»

— On

the Capital necessary for
starting Carbon Works &c.
XII.—The Manufacture of Electrodes
on a Small Scale.

XI,

,,

Process of Manufacturing Carbons,
v.— Hints to Carbon Manufacturers

— Estimation

X.— Gas Analysis.

„

XIII.— Building a Carbon Factory.

XIV.—Soot or Lamp
XV. — Soot

Kennelly and Wilkinson— PRACTICAL

Black.

Factories.

NOTES FOR ELEC-

TRICAL STUDENTS.

Laws, Units and Simple iMeasuring Instruments. By A, E.
Kennelly and H. D, Wilkinson. 320 pages, 155 illustrations. Price 6s. 6d. post free.

Kershaw—THE ELECTRIC FURNACE IN IRON AND STEEL
PRODUCTIOxV. RyTohnB.C.Kershaw.F.T.C. Fullyillustrated. 8vo, Price
6d. nett.
Kilgour— fe GEIPEL AND KILGOUR, page 7.
Lawson— DEPRECIATION OF ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AND
3s.

TRAMWAY UNDERTAKINGS.
M.Inst.C.E.

Price

is.

nett

;

Hanging Card Table.

post free,

Compiled by A.

J.

Lawson»

is. 2d.

Lemstrom—ELECTRICITY IN AGRICULTURE AND horti-

culture. By Prof. S. Lemstrom. With illustrations. Price 3s. 6d. nett.
The late Dr. Lemstrom's work in connection with the Application of Electricity to
Agriculture and Horticulture has attained world-wide recognition, and in the development,
which this branch of Electrical Science and Application is undergoing Prof. Lemstrom's valuable
early experiments prove of the greatest service. The l5ook is circulating in all parts of tbe world,
as it is realised that there are great possibilities in front of us in regard to this great question.

Livingstone— THE

MECHANICAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUC-

TION OF GENERATORS. By
'«

R. Livingstone.

/;^

Preparation.
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— THE MECHANICAL
STRUCTION OF COMMUTATORS. By

Livingstone

DESIGN AND CON-

R. Livingstone.

Fully illustrated.

6s. nett.

This book is intended principally for draughtsmen and engineers engaged in the design ot
electrical machinery, but it will also be found useful by students.
The two types dealt with
represent the most general present-day practice in commutator construction, and will serve to
.

show the

.

.

piinciples involved in design.

Livingstone— LIVINGSTONE'S DIAGRAM FOR
CALCULATION OF SHAFT AND BEAM DEFLECTIONS.

THE EASY
With

fully

worked

out examples for use. Now Ready. On hard paper, price 2S. 6d. nett by post, in tube,
On card, 3s. nett by post, in tube, 3s. 6d. 10 pet cent, reduction on orders for
2S. lod.
20 per cent, above 20 copies up to 50 beyond
6 copies 15 per cent, for 12 to 20 copies
50 31J percent.
This Diagram will be found indispensable to Draughtsmen and Engineers whose work involves
the calculation of Sharft and Beam deflections. As this class of calculation is almost universal in
Draughtsmen's and Engineers' ofBces, it is anticipated by the Publishers that a large demand will arise
or this time and labour -savins device.
;

;

;

;

;

Lodge— WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.— SIGNALLING ACROSS

SPACE WITHOUT WIRES. By Sir Oliver J. Lodge, D.Sc, F.R.S. New and
Enlarged Edicion. Very fully illustraied. Price 5s. nett, post free ss. 3d.
The new edition forms a complete Illustrated Treatise on Hertzian Wave Work. The Full
Notes of the interesting Lecture delivered by the Author before the Royal Institution, London, in
June, i8o4. form the first chapter cf the book. The second chapter is devoted to the Application
of Hertz Waves and Coherer Signalling to Telegraphy, while Chapter III. gives Details of other
Telegraphic Developments. In Chapter IV. a history of the Coherer Principle is given, including
Professor Hughes' Early Observations before Hertz or Branly, and the work ot M. Branly.
Chapters are also devoted to " Communications with respect to Coherer Phenomena on a Large
Scale," the" Photo -Electric Researches of Drs. Elster and Geitol," &c.

Malcolm—THE THEORY OF THE SUBMARINE CABLE.
By H. W. Malcolm, D.Sc.

In preparation.

Maurice— ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS AND EXPLOSIVES,

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO COLLIERY PRACTICE.

By

Wm.

Maurice, M.Nat.Assoc. of Colliery Managers, M.I.Min.E,, A.M.I.E.E. Price 8s. 6d. nett.
of this book is to prove itself a useful work ot reference to Mine Managers,
others engaged in administr ative occupations by affording concise information
concerning the most approved kinds of appara tus, the classification and properties of explosives,
and the best known means of preventing accidents in ths use ot them. The work gives not only
an explanation of the construction and safe application of blasting appliances, the properties of
explosives, and the difficulties and dangers incurred in daily work, but it also serves as an easy
introduction to the study of electricity— without at least a rudimentary knowledge of which no
mining official can now be considered adequately trained. Farbicular attention has been devoted
to the problem of safe shot firing in coal mines, and an attempt has been made to present the
most reliable information on the subject that experience and recent research have made possible.

The aim
Engineers and

Maurice—THE SHOT-FIRER'S GUIDE A
:

Blasting and the Prevention of Blasting Accidents.

Practical

Manual on

By W. Maurice, M.I.M.E., A.I.E.E.

3s. 6d. nett.

This work covers the entire field ot mining work in collieries, quarries, &c., and it has been
prepared in the popular Question and Answer setting as a Guide Book for Colliery Managers,
Mining Students, Underground Officials, Quarry Owners and all interested in the safe application
of Explosives. " The Shot-firer's Guide " contains references to the latest researches into the Coal
Dust question, including Dr. Henry Payne's Paper before the Coal Mining Institute of America,
Dr. Snell s Presidential Address to the British Medical Association, and the Experiments that
are being carried out by the Mining Association of Great Britain at Altofts. Sucli a book will
be indispensable alike to busy mine managers, whose reading time is limited, and to students
and workmen who realise the necessity for making themselves thoroughly aufait with one of the
most difficult of mining problems. A collection of Examination Questions is appended.

Owen— RECENT PHYSICAL RESEACH
some

f

being an account of
By D.Owen

of the more important recant Coatr.budons to Experimental Physics.
B.A., B.Sc. Now Ready. Price 3s. 6s. nett.

Phillips— THE

AND

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF X-RAY LITERATURE

W

th an Historical Retrospect and
RESK\RCtI. Edited by C. K. S. PhUlios.
a Chapter, " Practical Hints," on X-Ray work by the Editor. Price 3s.

MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRIC LIGHT

Pritchard— THE
CARBONS. By O.

G. Pritchard.

Fully illustrated.

Price

is. 6d.,

post free

is. Qd.

Raphael—THE LOCALISATION OF FAULTS IN ELECTRIC
LIGHT MAINS. By F. Charles Raphael. Nexv Edition in preparation.
Although the localisation of faults in telegraph cables has been dealt with fully in several
hand-books and pocket-books, the treatment of faulty electric light and power c ibles has never
been discossed in an equally comprehensive manner. The conditions of the problems are,
however, very different in the two cases faults in telegraph cables are seldom localised before
their resistance has become low compared with the resistance of the cable itself, while in electric
light work the contrary almost always obtains.
;
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Raymond-Barker— THE TWO-TONE VIBRATING TRANSMITTER AN

M.I.E.E.

Element System

I-)

CABLE INDUCTIVE SIGNALLING. By Edward Raymond- Barker,

Fully illustrated, is. nett; by post, is. 3d.
gives a Description of a Novel Telegraphic

This book

for Electro-Vibrating Telegraphic

Apparatus and Equal-Time-

Working.

Among
Kooms

the uses to which this Book may be put, that of affording in Physical Lecture
interesting Examples illustrating Theoretical Principles will be found worthy of attention.

Robinson and Warrilow— " THE ELECTRICIAN" WIREMAN'S POCKET-BOOK AND ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR'S HANDBOOK.

W. Robinson and W. E. Warrilow, A.M.I.E.E. Fully Illustrated.
by post 5s. 3d.
following is a brief synopsis of the contents : Systems of Wiring | Wiring Diagranns, Typical
Interior and Exterior Installations (Residences, Shops, Churches, Chapels, Public Buildings, Exhibitions,
&C.) I Temporary Wiring and Illumination | Testing and Testing Instruments | Wiring Rules | Notes
and Data on Illuminating Engineering i Metal Filament Lamps | Shades and Reflectors | Lanterns
and Special Fittings j Arc Lamps and Accessories i Illumination Curves, &c. | Small Motors for Trad«
and Domestic Purposes | Erection and Maintenance of Steam, Gas, Paraffin and Petrol Engines and
Water Turbines ) Batteries and Switchgear | General Notes on Running of Plant, &c.
Compiled by A.

5s. nett,

The

Say ers— BRAKES FOR

TRAMWAY CARS.

By Henry M. Sayers,

MI.E.E.

Illustrated.
3s. 6d. nett,
series of valuable articles on the general principles which should determine the design
choice of brakes for tramcars. Owing to the author's extensive experience in the construction

A

and
and working of tramways. This work should prove invaluable to engineers and managers of
tramway networks and all who are interested in tramway management.

WITH CURRENT AND POTEN-

Searle— ON RESISTANCES
TIAL REGULATORS. By

G. F. C. Searle, M.A., F.R.S.

2s. nett.

Shaw—A FIRST- YEAR COURSE OP PRACTICAL MAGNETAND

ELECTRICITY. By P. E. Shaw, B.A., D.Sc, Senior Lecturer and DemonISM
strator in Physics at University College, Nottingham. Price 2s. 6d. nett ; 2S. gd. post free.
Practical Physics, which are suitable for schools or
for university intermediate students, all assume in the student a knowledge of at least the rudiments of algebra, geometry, trigonometry and mechanics. There is, however, a large and growing class of technical students who have not even this primitive mathematical training, and who
cannot, or will not, acquire it as a foundation tor physical science. They enter the laboratory and ask for an introduction to such fundamentals of the subject as most affect the arts and
crafts.
On the one hand, mere qualitative experiments are of little use to these (or any other)
students; on the other hand, mathematical expressions are stumbling blocks to them. In
attempting to avoid both these evils, I have sought to make the experimental work as quantitative
as possible, yet to avoid mathematics. As novelties in such a work as this the ammeter and voltmeter are freely introduced, also some simple applications of the subject e.g., the telephone,
telegraph, &c. There are three introductory exercises, six exercises on magnetism, twenty on
electricity and six on the applications.
The many small books on Elementary

Soddy—RADIO-ACTIVITY

:

An

Elementary Treatise from the

Standpoint of the Disintegration Theory. By Fredk. Soddy, M.A. Fully Illustrated, and
with a full Table of Contents and extended Index. 6s. 6d. nett.
Extract front Author's Pre/ace. In this book the Author has attempted to give a conaected account of the remarkable series of investigations which have followed M. Becquerel's
discovery in 1896 of a new property of the element Uranium. The discovery of this new property of self-radiance, or "radio-activity," has proved to be the beginning of a new science, in
the development of which physics and chemistry have played equal parts, but which, in the
course of only eight years, has achieved an independent position.
.
Radio-activity has
.
passed from the position of a descriptive to that of a philosophical science, and in its main
must
exert
a
profound
influence
on
every
almost
other
branch
of knowledge,
feneralisations
t has been rricognised that there is a vast and hitherto almost unsuspected store of energy bound
in, and in some way associated with, the unit of elementary matter represented by the atom of
Since the relations between energy and matter constitutfe the ultimate groundDalton.
.
.
work of every philosophical science, the influence of these generalisations on allied branches of
knowledge is a matter of extreme interest at the present time. The object of the book has been
to give to Students and all those who are interested in any branch of science a connected account
of the main arguments and chief experimental data by which the results have been achieved.

—

.
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TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS OF "CONDUCTIVITY"
C0PPP:R. Strongly bound in cloth. 2s. 6d. nett.
The compilers (Messrs. Clark, Forde and Taylor, the well-known consulting engineers) have
made fresh investigations of the temperature coefficient over the range of temperature to which Cables
are usually exposed, and the results of their investigations are now published.
Table I. gives the reist. at different temperatures when the Res. at 32°F. = 1. Table II. gives
the resist, at different temperatures when the Res. at60°F. = l. Table III. gives the resist, at different
temperatures when the Res. at 75''F. = 1 j and Table IV. gives the log. reciprocals of coeffidents in
Table

III.

SHEET TABLE SHOWING LOG. RECIPROCALS OF COEFFICIENTS FOR COPPER
RESISTANCES.

At

different

temperatures

from sz'F, to 84-9° F.

On

strong

cardboard, price 6d. nett.
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SECONDARY BATTERIES THEIR MANUFACTURE
Wade—
AND USE. By E.J. Wade. Nowready. soopages.
:

265 Illustrations. Price los. 6d. nett.
In this work the Author deals briefly with the Theory and very fully with the Chemistry,
Design, Construction and Manufacture of Secondary Batteries or Accumulators. Prospectuses,

on application.
The scope of Mr. Wade's important work covers the whole class of apparatus embraced in
the theory, construction and use of the secondary battery. The major portion of the book treats
the accumulator purely from the point of view of an appliance which fulfils an important and
definite purpose in electrical engineering practice, and whose manufacture, use and properties
must be understood just as fully as those of a generator or a transformer. The concluding
chapter (X.) gives a complete description of all modern electrical accumulators. The book
contains 265 illustrations and a very copious index:

;post free,

Warrilow— ^>^ ROBINSON AND WARRILOW, p. 12.
Wilkinson— SUBMARINE CABLE-LAYING AND REPAIRING.
&c. Over 400 pages and 200 specially drawn illustrations.
Price 15s. nett.

By H. D. Wilkinson, M.I.E.E.,
Second Edition.

This work describes the procedure on board ship when removing a fault or break in a
submerged cable and the mechanical gear used in different vessels for this purpose and considers
the best and most recent practice as regards the electrical tests in use for the detection and
localisation of faults, and the various difficulties that occur to the beginner. It gives a detailed
technical summary of modern practice in Manufacturing, Laying, Testing and Repairing a Submarine Telegraph Cable. The testing section and details of 'boardship practice have been prepared
with the object and hope of helping men in the cable services who are looking further into these
branches.
;

Woods— ^THER A

Theory

:

of

the Nature of

^ther and

Place in the Universe. By Hugh Woods, M.D., M.A.O., B.Ch., B.A.
strong cloth. Price 4s. 6d. nett, post free 4s. Qd.

8vo.

of its
Bound

Young— ELECTRICAL TESTING FOR TELEGRAPH ENGINEERS. By J. Elton Young. Very fully illustrated. New Edition. No'd) ready. los. 6d. nett^
This book embodies up-to-date theory and practice in all that concerns everyday work ot
rthe Telegraph Engineer.

-y^^

Contents include

/Chapter I.— Remarks on Testing Apparatus,
Measurements of Current, PotenII.
,,
tial & Battery Resistance.
„ III. Natural and Fault Current.

—
—

IV.— Measurement

„

of Conductor Re-

sistance.

V.

—Measurement

j

:

ChapterVlI.

— Measurement oi InductiveCapa*
city.

j

j

,,

VIII.— Localisation

„

IX.— Localisation

,,

of Insulation

Re-

„

for Conduction
Insulation Tests.

and

„

X.

—Corrections of Localisation Tests,

XL— Cable Testing
ture,

sistance.

VI.— Corrections

of Disconnections*
of Earth and Com-

tacts.

i

during ManufacLaying and Working.

XII.— Submarine Cable Testing during
Localisation

and Repairs.

THE INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH CONVENTION AND
SERVICE REGULATIONS.

(Lisbon Revision, 1908.) The complete Official French
Text with English Translation in parallel columns, by C. E.J. Twisaday (India Office,
London), Geo. R. Neilson (Eastern Telegraph Co., London), and officially revised
Cloth (foolscap folio), 6s. nett; (demy
by permission of H.B.M. Postmaster-General.
Postage 6d.
folio), 8s. 6d. nett, or foolscap, interleaved ruled paper, 8s. 6d. nett.
abroad, qd.

INTERNATIONAL

RADIO TELEGRAPH

CONFERENCE,

-

BERLIN,

Translated
Full Report of the Proceedings at the Conference.
1903.
English by G. R. Neilson.
Officially accepted by the Post Office Authorities.
Bound Cloth, 6s. postage per copy 6d., abroad is.

into

INTERNATIONAL

RADIO TELEGRAPH

CONFERENCE,

-

BERLIN,

October-November, IQ06, with the International Radio-Telegraphic Convention, Additional Undertaking, Final Protocol and Service Regulations in French and
Enghsh. Officially accepted Translation into English of the complete Proceedings at
this Conference.
This translation, which has been made by Mr. G. R. Neilson, is published under the authority of H.B.M. Postmaster-General, and is accepted as official by
the British Government Departments concerned. Strongly bound in cloth, 15s. nett;
leather, iQS. nett. (lettered free). Postage per copv
U.K. 6d. abfoadis. 6d.
:

^INTERNATIONAL RADIO TELEGRAPH
Price
(LONDON,
6d.
nett, post free
ELECTRICITY IN MINES.— Under the new

;

CONVENTION

-

1912).

5s.

5s.

Rules and Regula-

tions concerning the Use of Electricity in Mining Operations, it is compulsory that
directions for the effective Treatment of Cases of Apparent Death from Electric Shock be
conspicuously placed in certain prescribed positions in the Mines.
set of these DIRECTIONS, with illustrations showing the method of application
accompanied by
to be adopted to prevent danger from the electric current
and
WIRES, is nowready.
for dealing with
3s. 6d. per dozen.
Prices :— On paper,
ijin. byiajin
4d. each
8d. „
6s. 6d.
On card,
ditto
..
..
,,
Post free or carriage paid in each case,
, -

A

PRECAUTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS

BROKEN ELECTRIC

;

"THE
ELECTRICIAN" PRIMERS.5d^completelistonp.9.
A

further volume of " The Electrician " Primers is in the press. The new volume will deal
exclusively with practical artph'rat'ons of fl^rtriritv to industrial oneratinn".

^

^«

THE ELECTRICIAN " PRINTING & PUBLISHING
I,

2

and

3,

CO., LTD.,

Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

—

—
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"

Famous
Men
"

of

Portraits

—

—

—

)

of

Science and

Industry.

SERIES OF STEEL-PLATE PORTRAITS.

ELECTRICIAN

Anderson, Sir James.
AyRTON, Prof. W. E.
Crompton, Col. R. E, B,
Crockes, Sir William.
*Faraday, Michael.

Siemens, Alexander.
Siemens, Werner von.
Siemens, Sir William.

HoPKiNsoN, Dr. John.
Kelvin, Lord.
Lodge, Sir Oliver.

Mange, Sir Henry
Patey. C.

W.
Helmholtz, Hermann von.

H

Smith, Willoughbv.
Sturgeon, William.
Swan, Sir Joseph Wilson.
Thomson, Prof. Sir J. J.

C.

B.

Pender, Sir John.

Field, Cyrus

Preecb, Sir W. H.
Hertz, Heinrich.
Rayleigh, Lord.
Price Is. each. Post free on Roller, Is. 2d. India mounts. Is. extra.
Pillar or Brown Ornamental Frames, 4s. 6d. ; carriage paid (U.K.) 5s.

* Is. extra.

Or framed in neat Black'
If witli mounts Is. extra.

In addition to the this series of steel plate portraits issued by " The Electrician " Printing and
Publishing Co., we are able to supply a separate collection of Authentic Portraits as set out below,
price 3s. per copy, with 3d. extra for tube and postage. These portraits are in photogravure, printed^
on plate paper, size of subject 6J in. by 9 in. :

Ampere, Andre Marie.
Arrhenius, Prof. Svantb,
Bessemer, Henry,
Daimler, Dr. Gottlieb.
Du Bgis-Reymond, Emil.

Siemens, Werner von.
Siemens, Wilhelm.
Slaby, Adolf von.
Steinheil. Karl August*
Stephenson, George.
Tyndall, John.
VOLTA, AlESSANDRO.
Watt, James.

Kirchhoff, Gustav Robert.
Krupp, Alfred,

Mach Ernst.
Maxwell, James Clerk.
Nernst, Walter.
Ohm, Georc. Simon.
Otto, Nikolaus August.
Planck, Max.

Edison, Thomas Alva.
Faraday, Michael.

Fechner, Gustav Theodor.
Galilei, Galileo.

Ramsay, Sir William.

Weber. Wilhelm Eduard.

Helmholtz, Herman von.
Hertz, Heinrich.

Roentgen Prof. Wilhelm.

Wheatstone, Charles.
Zeppelin, Ferdinand, Grap
von.

Conrad.
Schuckert, Siegmund.

Kelvin, Lord.
Price

5s., *'« Sepia or Black ; in very Massive Frame, £2. 2s.
Plate Reproduction of Robert Dudley's famous Painting of

£1.

A Handsome

(By permission of the Executors of the late Sir James Anderson.)
subject measures 24 in. by 17 in., and is India mounted on fine etching boards, the
measuring 27 in. by 21 in. The entire plate measures 36 in. by 27 in.

The

mount

"THE ElECTRICIAH" ELECTRICITY SUPPLY,
POWER AND HEATING BOOKLETS.
.\ number of Booklets and Leaflets dealing with the various Applications of Electricity to Local Consumers has been prepared by Mr. W. E. Warrilow, A.M.I. E.E., and these have had a large circulation^
are being added to from time to time, and the list available, includes the following:

They

INDUSTRIAL POWER SERIES.
Electric Power in Woodworking Shops.
Electric Power in Engineers' Workshops.
3. Electric Power in Printing Works.
4. Electric Passenger and Goods Lifts.
5. Electric Power in Bakeries.

6.

1.

2.

7.

8.
9.

10.

Portable Electric Tools and Appliances.

Ten Minutes with the Electric Motor (C.C.).
Ten Minutes with the Three-Phase Motor.
Electric Organ Blowing.
What the Small Motor Can Do.

LIGHT AND HEAT SERIES.
1.

2.

White and Golden Lights (Flame
Electric Heat in the Hoine.

These Booklets are supplied at the

Arcs).

prices

below

3.

Electricity in the Kitchen.
5. Electric Fans.

4. Electric Signs.
set out:

Prices for the' Series of Copyright Sooklets.

£

S.

d.

;{;

S.

d.

010 o
50 copies
500 copies
310 o ^ Net assorted.
100
017 6
,,
410 o ^ If of any one Book.
,,
750
250
I 17
6
1,000
o) let less 5 per cent^
,,
5
5
If ordered in quantities of not less than 250 (assorted or otherwise), the front and back pages of theBooklets (whether white paper or coloured) can be printed with text or illustrations supplied by the
Purchaser at the prices following
»

:

s.

d.

s.

d.

10 9 extra.
i ,000 copies
250 copies
15 6 extra.
500
12 6
1,500
,,
,,
17 9
M
20 o
,
2,000
,,
14 o
,,
,,
750
Or Purchasers' own covers can be attiched to the pamphlets (printed to cut to the booklet size), at a
small charge for the work involved. In this way any printed matter can be included with the Booklets.
Estimates for any desired printed matter in connection with the Booklets, either bound in or separately,
will be furnished free on request.
Special text and illustrations for pamphlet literature on any electrical subject will be providedpromptly on application to the Industrial Department, "The Electrician " Printing & Publishin;^ Co.,
Ltd., I, 2 ajid 3, Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C. (Telephone: City 4698 and 4699 )
,

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, TRACTION AND

POWER

TABLES,

Useful and Complete Group of Statistics, &c., for Local Authorities, Supply Station
Engineers, Consulting and Contracting Engineers. Manufacturing and Supply Houses, &c.

TABLE

I,— Electricity Supply Undertakings of ttie United Kingdom, with no Tramcontaining particulars ot the System employed, Voltage, Frequency, ConnecNumber of Consumers, 8cc.

way Load,
tions,

,

(

15

)

ELECTRICiTY SUPPLY, TRACTION AND POWER JA^lES.-CojUinmd,
TABLES la and II.—Towns taking Electricity Supply "In Bulk," giving full particulars
in each case and Electricity Works Supplying both Lighting and Tramways.
containing similar information to Table 1. for Stations with a Combined Lighting and
;

Tramway Load.
TABLE IIL—Electric Power Undertakings of the United Kingdom,

containing a List of
the various Power Companies, particulars of the Systems employed and Areas covered
(with Maps up-to-date), and Technical Information with regard tcj the Stations, Mains,
Sub-stations, &c.
TABLES IV., V. and VI.—Electric Tramways and Railways of the United Kingdom
including those with their own Power Houses and those which buy their Power. Foi the
former full particulars are given as to Power Station Equipment, and in both cases
information is included as to Track, Line Equipment, Feeders, Rolling Stock, 8cC
TABLES VII. and VIIL— Colonial and Foreign Electricity Supply Works, givinguechnical
particulars of the Generating Plant, System of Distribution, Periodicities, Voltages.
Connections to Mains, Sec, of the principal Electricity Supply Undertakings of the
Colonies, Central and South America, Japan, &c., &c., and Colonial and Foreign
Electric Tramways, giving particulars of Power House Equipment, Track, Line
Equipment, Feeders, Rolling Stock, &c.
The whole set will be sent (comnlete with Index) post free for 6s. 6d.
This complete Set of " ELECTRICIAN " TABLES, &C., forms the most Complete and Useful
Group of Statistics ever prepared for Central Stations, Electrical Engineers' and Contractors'
Offices, Local Authorities, Manufacturing and Supply Houses, &c,, and gives at a glance all
information likely to be required in the preparation of Technical Data, Statistical Statements, &c.
The information is prepared in a form which enables comparison to be readily made. To Manutacturers and Supplies Dealers the Tables are indispensable.

ELECTRICITY UNDERTAKERS
will find these Publications of great value for Reference in discussions upon
relating to Electricity Supply for Lighting, Power Transmission, Tramways,

questions

&c.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.
The "PROCEEDINGS "of the

Physical Society of London.

Published Bi-Monthly from December to August. Can be obtained from the Publishers, " Thb
Electrician" Printing and Publishing Co. (Ltd.), 1, 2 &3, Salisbury-court, Fleet-street, London,
from whom all Publications of the Society are obtainable. Price of " Proceedings " to Non-Fellows,
4s. nett per part, post free 4s. 3d,
Annual Subscription, 20s. post free, payable in advance.

Strong cloth cases for binding the " Proceedings," price

Is.

6d. each, post free.

The "PROCEEDINQS," of the Physical Society can be obtained at

the following' prices

:

Vol. I. (3 parts), bound cloth, 15s. Vols. II., IV., V. and XXIII. (5 parts each), bound cloth 23sVols. III., VI. to XII. and XXII. (4 parts each), bound cloth 193.
Vol. XIII. (13 parts), bound
cloth 55s. 6d.
Vols. XIV. and XV. (12 parts each), bound cloth 51s.
Vols. XVI. and XIX. (8 parts,
each), bound cloth, 35s.
Vols. XVII., XVIII. and XXI. (7 parts each), bound cloth, 31s. Vols. XX.
and XXIV. (6 parts), bound cloth 27s.
Any Part can be purchased separately, price 4s., by post 4s. 3d.
Fellows can obtain the Proceedings for their personal use at half the above prices.
These prices do not include postage or carriage.

ABSTRACTS OF PHYSICAL PAPERS from Foreign Sources
Vols.

I.

(1895), II. (1896),

and

III. (1897), 17s. 6d,

each

|

:

to Fellows. 13s. 2d. each.

Other Publications

o-f the Physical Society are :
SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE SIR CHARLES WHEATSTONE, F.R.S.

(1)

THE

(2)

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF JAMES PRESCOTT JOULE,

Demy 8vo.,

cloth.

Price, 15s. (to Fellows, 4s.)

Uniform with the above.

Vol.
(3)

I.,

4 Plates and Portrait, price £1 (to Fellows,

PHYSICAL MEMOIRS.
Part I.—VON HELMHOLTZ, On

4s.).

Vol.

II.,

D.C.L., F.R.S.

3 Plates, price

12s. (to Fellows, 4s.J

the Chemical Relations of Electrical Currents.

Pp. 110,
Price 4s. (to fellows, 3s.).
the Conduction of Electricity in Gases | PULUJ, On Radiant Electrod®
Matter.
Pp. 222.
Price 7s. 6d. (to Fellows. 5s. 8d.).
Part III.—
WAALS, On the Continuity of the Liquid and Gaseous States of Matter.
Pp. 164. Price 6s. (to Fellows, 4s. 6d.),
(4) BLAKESLEY, T. H.
A Table of Hyperbolic Sines and Cosines. Is. (to Fellows, 9d.).
(5) LEHFELDT. R. A.
A List of Chief Memoirs on the Physics of Matter. 2s. 6d. (to Fellows, 1 s.)

Part II.— HITTORF, On

VAN DER

SELECTED LIST OF STANDARD

WORKS

For Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, Students, &c.

Aitken— MANUAL OF

—

THE TELEPHONE. Seep. 3.
THE LIBERATION OF

Allen
PHOTO-ELECTRICITY;
ELECTRONS BY LIGHT. By H. S. Allen.
*'

7s.

6d. nett.

THE ELECTRICIAN " PRINTING «& PUBLISHING
I,

2

and

3,

CO., LTD.,

Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

•

i6

(

)

Atkins-COMMON BATTERY TELEPHONY SIMPLIFIED.
[Seep.
See
.Atkins— THE PRINCIPLES OF AUTOMATIC TELEPHONY—
V.

3-

^.

.Ayrton— PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY. By W.
and largely re-written by

Prof. T. Mather,

E. Ayrton. Revised

qs, nett.

Baker— THE TELEGRAPHIC TRANSMISSION OF PHOTO6d. nett.
GRAPHS. By T. Thorne Baker.
Barham— THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INCANDESCENT
2s.

ELECTRIC LAMP. By

G. Basil Barham.

js.

Barr- PRINCIPLES OF DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING. By Jas. R. Barr. los. nett.
Bedell and Pierce— DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT manual.

BvF.

Second Edition.

Bedell, assisted by C.A.Pierce.

Sloch— THE SCIENCE OF ILLUMINATION.
Translated by VV. C. Clinton, B.Sc.

By

83. 6d. nett

Dr. L. Bloch.

6s. nett.

Blount— PRACTICAL ELECTRO-CHEMISTRY. By B. Blount.
nett.
Second Edition,
Bohle— ELECTRICAL PHOTOMETRY AND ILLUMINATION.
15s.

By H.

Boble.

los. 6d. nett.

Bohle and Robertson— TRANSFORMERS.
D. Robertson.

SOLID, LIQUID

Brame— FUEL:
Branie.

12;?.

By H. Bohle and

25s. nett.

AND GASEOUS.

By J.

S. S.

Gd. nett.

Broughton— ELECTRIC CRANES. See p. 4.
Brew— THREE-PHASE DISTRIBUTION. By W.

Brew.

7s. 6d.

nett,

.'Bright— SUBMARINE
struction

and Working.

TELEGRAPHS;

By Charles

Bright,

F.R

Their

S.E., M.l.C.E.

Con-

History,
£i.

ys>.

nett.

Burch— ELECTRIC TRACTION FOR RAILWAY TRAINS.
Edward P. Burch.

By

21s. nett.

Burns— ELECTRICAL PRACTICE IN COLLIERIES. By D.
Burns, M.I.M.E. Second Edition,
6d. nett.
:Bursill—THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ELECTRIC
7s.

WIRING. By A.

I'.ursill.

[17s. nett,

3s. nett.

Christie— ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. By C. V. Christie.
Clerk—THE GAS, PETROL AND OIL ENGINE. By Dugald
Clerk. Vol.

I.

Vol. II.— Practice.

12s. 6d. nett.

By D.

Clerk and G. A.

13urls.

25s. nett.

Codd— DYNAMO LIGHTING FOR MOTOR CARS. By M. A.
Codd.
Cohen— FORMUL.^E AND TABLES FOR THE CALCULATION
6d.
OF ALTERNATING CURRENT PROBLEMS. By L. Cohen.
Collins— MANUAL OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY. By A.
Collins. Third Edition,
6d.
Collins— THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF INDUCTION COILS. By A.F. Collins.
6d.
Connan— SWITCHBOARD MEASURING INSTRUMENTS FOR
2S. 6d. nett.

12s.

F.

6s,

13s.

nett.

nett.

nett.

CONTINUOUS AND POLYPHASE SYSTEMS. By John

C. Connan.

5

s.

Cooper— fe **THE ELECTRICIAN" PRIMERS, page 8.
Cooper— A TREATISE ON ELECTRO-METALLURGY.
By W. G. McMillan. Third

edition.

Revised by

W. R.

Cooper.

nett.

By

12s. 6d. cett,

Howe— ELECTRIC CABLES. By D. Coyle and F. J. O.
Cramp— CONTINUOUS CURRENT MACHINE DESIGN. By
W. Cramp.
Crotch—TELEGRAPHIC SYSTEMS AND OTHER NOTES.
Coyle and
Howe.

15s. nett.

5s. nett.

By A. Crotch.

5s. nett.

«'THE ELKCTRICIAN" PRINTING & PUBLISHING
I,

2

and

3,

Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, London,

CO.. lyTD.,
E).C.
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Crotch—THE HUGHES AND BAUDOT TELEGRAPHS. By
A. Crotch.
Davidge and Hutchinson —TECHNICAL ELECTRICITY. By:
Davidge and R. W. Hutchinson.
H.
Dawson— 5^^ ELECTRIC TRACTION ON RAILWAYS, page 5.
Del Mar— ELECTRIC POWER CONDUCTORS. By Wm. A.
Del Mar.
Dick and Fernie— ELECTRIC MAINS AND DISTRIBUTING
IS. 6d. nett.

55. 6d. nett.

J.

qs. nett.

SYSTEMS.

Seep,^.

Devey— MILL \ND FACTORY WIRING. By R. G. Devey. 2s. nett.
Drysdale— THE FOUNDATIONS OF ALTERNATE-CURRENT
THEORY. By Dr.

C. V. Drysdale.

8s. 6d. nett.

LINE FORMULAS FOR ELECD wight— TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING
H E. Dwight.
STUDENTS.
TRICAL ENGINEERS AND

By

.

Edgcumbe—INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL MEASURING
struments. By Kenelm

Edgcumbe.

Elder— SWITCHES AND SWITCHGEAR.
Translated by P. L. Laubach-

Ellis—

In-

8s. nett.

By

Prof. P. Elder.

15s. nett.

ELEAIENTARY PRINCIPLES OF ALTERNATING-

CURRENT DYNAMO DESIGN.

By

A. G. Ellis.

12s. nett.

Erskine-Murt-ay—WIRELESS TELEPHONY. By
Translated by J. Erskine-Murray, D.Sc.

Ernst

Ruhme^

10s. 6d. nett.

HANDBOOK OF WIRELESS TELEEwing—THE STEAM ENGINE AND OTHER HEAT ENGINES.
BySir
A. Ewing, F.R.S. Third
INDUCTION IN IRON AND OTHER
MAGNETIC
Ewing—

Erskine-Murray—A
GRAPHY. By

Erskine-Murray, D.Sc.

T.

edition.

J.

METALS.

See

Fifth Edition.

los. 6d. nett.

15s.

p, 5.

Ferguson—THE ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION. By

0. J. Ferguson.

15s. nett.

Field— THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRO-DEPOSITION.

By

Fleming. — See Works of Dr. A. Fleming "The Electrician"
Fleming — AN ELEMENTARY MANUAL OF RADIOS. Field.

6s, nett.

Series,

in

J.

pages

6-7,

TELEGRAPHY AND RADIOTELEPHONY.

By Prof. J. A. Fleming,

D.Sc.

7s. 6d. nett..-

Fleming—THE PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRIC WAVE TELEGRAPHY. By Prof.

T.

A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc.

2nd Edition.

28s. nett.

Fleming- MAGNETS AND ELECTRIC CURRENTS.
J.

A. Fleming, M.A., F.R.S.

Fleming— THE
By

Dr.

T-

Crown

8vo., cloth,

and Edition.

By Dr.

5 s. nett.

WONDERS OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.

A. Fleming.

3s, 6d. nett.

Fleming—THE PROPAGATION OF ELECTRIC CURRENTS
IN

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONDUCTORS.

D.Sc, F.R.S.

By

Prof. J. A. Fleming,

8s. 6d. nett.

AND DESIGN OF
R. Johnson.
Foster and Porter— ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON electricity and magnetism. By G.C.Foster and A.W.Porter. 3rdEd. ios.6d.nett.
Fournier—THE ELECTRONIC THEORY. By E. E. Fournier
Fleming and Johnson— INSULATION
ELECTRICAL WINDINGS. By A.

d'Albe.

P.

M. Fleming and

7s. 6d. nett.

5s. nett.

Franklin— ELECTRIC WAVES. By W. S. Franklin. 13s. nett.
Franklin— ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND MISCELLANEOUS
APPLICATIONS OF electricity. By W. S.

Franklin,

iis.net.

"THE ELECTRICIAN" PRINTING & PUBLISHING
I,

2

and

3,

C0.,;LTD.,

Salisbury Court, Fleet Street, London, E.G.

)

Esty— DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

Franklin and
Franklin and

•

i8

(

Wm.

Esty.

By W.

S.

17s. 6d. nett.|

Esty—THE ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL

Franklin and

ENGINEERING. By Wm. S.

Franklin and

Wm.

Esty.

[„

i8s. 6d. nett.

Qgtt-

Frith— ALTERNATING-CURRENT DESIGN.
By J. Frith.
Gay and Yeaman—CENTRAL STATION ELECTRICITY
SUPPLY.

P.y Albert

Gay and

C. H.

Yeaman.

Second Edition.

and Williams—AMERICAN

Gear

los. nett.

ELECTRIC CENTRAL

STATION DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS. By H. Gear and P. F. Williams. 12s. nett.
Their Construction and

Gerhardi— ELECTRICITY METERS:
By C. H.

Management.

VV. Gerhardi.

Glazebrook, M.A., F.R.S.

See p.

^.

AND MAGNETISM.

Glazebrook— ELECTRICITY

By R. T,

7s. 6d.

Gore — See Works of Dr. Gore

in "

Electrician " Series,

The

p. 9.

Gore— THE ART OF ELECTRO-METALLURGY. By
Gore.

Dr. G.

6s.

Gray— ELECTRIC MACHINE DESIGN. By A. Gray. 17s. nett.
Gray— THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENTS IN ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.

F.R.S.E.

In two Vols., crown 8vo.

Vol.

I.,

By

Vol.

12s. 6d.

Andrew Gray, M.A.,

Prof

two

II., in

parts, 25s.

Groth—WELDING AND CUTTING METALS- BY AID OF
GASES OR ELECTRICITY. By

Dr. L. A. Groth.

ids. 6d. nett.

Hadley— MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY FOR STUDENTS.
By H. E. Hadley.

6s. nett.

Hall— ELEMENTARY
WORKING. By Capt.

THEORY OF ALTERNATE-CURRENT

G. L. Hall, R.E.

3s.

6d: nett.

See p.

9.

Harding— ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING. By C. F.
Harding:. 12s. 6d. nett.
Haslam— ELECTRICITY IN FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS.
By A.

P. Haslam.

7s. 6d. nett.

Hawkhead— HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
6d.
FOR WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS. By C. Hawkhead.
Hawkins and Wallis- DYNAMO, THE Its Theery, Design and
Manufacture. Bv C. C. Hawkins and F. Wallis. Fifth Edition. Two Vols.,
nett.
Hay— ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTING NETWORKS AND
6d.
TRANSMISSION LINES. By A. Hay, D.Sc.
Hay— ALTERNATING CURRENTS Their Theory, Generation,
J

3s.

.

:

21s.

los.

nett.

:

and Transformation.

By^ A. Hay,
D.Sc. Third
'

Edition.

6s. nett.

Hay— CONTINUOUS CURRENT ENGINEERING.

rrv e
[U.bc.

'5S.

nett.

By A. Hay,

Henderson— PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM.
6d.
By Dr, John Henderson.
Hobart — DESIGN OF POLYPHASE GENERATORS AND
7s.

MOTORS. By

H. M. Hobart.

12s. 6d. nett.

Hobart— ELECTRIC MOTORS. ByH.M.Hobart. 2ndEd. iSs.nett.
Hobart— ELECTRICITY. By H. M. Hobart. 6s. nett.
Hobart— HEAVY ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. By H. M.
Hobart.

i6s. nett.

Hobart—THE ELECTRIC PROPULSION OF SHIPS. By H. M.
Hobart. 5s. nett.
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25s. 6d. nett.
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15s. nett.
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— ELECTRICAL
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By G. D. Aspinall
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8s. 6d.
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Patchell— APPLICATION
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H. Pender.

17s. 6d. nett.
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AND ELECTRICITY.
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Translated by
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Rutherford— RADIOACTIVE TRANSFORMATIONS.
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ELEMENTS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
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R. H. Smith.
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HOUSE DESIGN.

By
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Taylor — TRANSFORMER PRACTICE
Strutt— THE
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J. Strutt.
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ASSEMBLING, CONNECTIONS, OPERATION AND TESTING.
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Second Edition.
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Thomson— CONDUCTION OF ELECTRICITY THROUGH
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Thomson, M.A., F.R.S.
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